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The

Term
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and

splendid

JOHN E.

LINE.
fast

Steamships

“CHESAPEAKE,” ('apt. Willett,
“PARKERSBURG,” Captain
Huffman, will, until farther notice,

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER »10,000,000.
Tori 11 ovd Viva Tnanvnn

published every Thurs92.00 per annum in advance; 92.25
day morning,
if paid within six months; and 92.60, if payment be
delayed beyond the year.
at

91.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in

for

per line
cents.

Legal

reading columns,

insertion.

ene

Of Hartford, C’t.
CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS *360,000.

8hippor* are requested to send their freight to the
sti-amer* asearly as 3 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For ffeierht or passage apply to
EM^iKY k FOX. Brown's Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Dec. 6.18 2.
dtf

Transient Advertisements, 9100 per square,
or leas; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, 91 26 per square; 76 cents per
week after. One square every other day one week,
91 00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., under head of Amusements,
per square per week.
Special Notices, 91.60 por square for first week,

Conway Fire Insurance Company,

Weekly Mail Line.

Of Boston, Mass.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

ONE of the following first-class, powerful Stmuner*: HIBERNIAN. NORTH
A MERIC’AN, NORWEGIAN, JURA,
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON. NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturfor
Liverpool, via Londonderry.
day morning,
Passenger* leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 16 P. M.,

Notices at usual rates.

inserted in the Maine State
(which has a large circulation in every part o
the State) for 88 oents per square in addition to the
Advertisements

Press

above rates for each insertion.

connecting with

Transient advertisements must be paid for In ad-

Steamer at

Quebec

every

Piscataqna

tr AN communications intended for the paper
“Kditorgc/tke Press,” and
those of E business character to the Publisher g.
should be directed to the

Or The Portland Daily and Maine State
Press Office, in Fox Blook, No. 82} Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o'clock in the morning to 9 in the

evening.

Union Fire Insurance
Or

Lewistox,

Liverpool,

[THE

The action was brought by the Hon.
Sami. C. Fessenden of Rockland for damages,

terest.

injury received by his son
passing down Pine street

The declaration

181

this

case

in the town of Lewiston, in said county of Androscoggin, was a public highway, knowu as
Pine Street, in which was a plank sidewalk for
travelers on foot, which said public highway
and sidewalk, the Inhabitants of said town of
Lewiston, iu their corporate capacity, were
bound and obliged by law to maintain and
keep in repair, so that the same should be safe
and convenient for travellers having occasion
to pass aud repass over and along the same.
Yet the said inhabitants ol Lewiston, unmindful and wholly regardless of their duty in
this respect, on the fourteenth day ol March
aforesaid suffered aud allowed said highway
and sidewalk to be out of repair aud defective
so as to be useless and inconvenient for travelers as aforesaid, in this, that there was a hole
In that part of said highway prepared as a sidewalk as aforesaid, through the planking thereof and In the traveled part thereof, of sullicient depth and size to receive a traveler’s
foot, and so shaped as to be likely to retain
and hold a traveller’s foot, and throw him
down upon the hard planking of the sidewalk
or over the steep steps thereof, and thus endangerhis life and limbs; of all which the said
inhabitants of Lewiston, at the time of the
plaintiff* injury hereinafter described and previous thereto had due and reasonable notice
and ought to have repaired the same, but
carelessly neglected so to do; and the plaintiff
further says that on the 14th day of March
aforesaid, in the evening, he was travelling in
and along said highway in said town of Lewiston, and upon the aforesaid sidewalk thereof,
in a prudent and careful manner, on font; and
in so travelling he stepped his right foot into
the hole in the planking thereol above Jescritsed and was so caught and held that he could
not withdraw it, and was thereby thrown down
and over upon his right side and across the
sharp edge of the planking aforesaid, and the
bone of his right thigh about four inches below the hip joint broken, and otherwise greatly bruised and injured; whereby the plaintiff
become sick and badly diseased anti was for a
long time coufined to his bed and underwent
great pain and suffering, and was put to great
expense for board and medical attendance and
nursing in attempting to cure and heal his said
broken leg, and has been rendered a cripple
and lame for life, his said broken leg being
thereby rendered permanently shorter than
the other; and then by rendering him unfit
for and inadmissible into either the army or
navy of the U. S. A., into on- of which it had
been his intention previous to said Injury when
he should arrive at a proper age to enter; and
whereby be has been incapacitated aud rendered unfit for various other pursuits in life. And
the plaintiff further aver* that he received the
injuries aitove described by reason of the aforesaid defeat alone; that the town of Lewiston
aforesaid had reasonable notice of said defect
previons to said Injury and were hound by law
to have repaired the same, which they unrensonably and carelessly neglected to’ do; all
which is to the damage of the said plaintiff, as
he says, the sum of two thousand dollars.

Mgjor Frye was counsel for the defendant,
and Ex-Judge May for the plaintiff. The defense was that said hole in the plank sidewalk
was not a defect, and If it were, the town had
not

"ELR

and Is a fine

case went to

the

jury at five o’clock
on Tuesday forenoon

Monday afternoon, and
they returned a verdict
plaintiff.

of $406.24

for the

Machioonhk.

WAR CLAIM

AGENCY.

8100 Bounty Money, Back

Pay,

And Pensions,

undersigned is prepared to obtain from the
United States Government, 0100Bounty Money,
THE
Back
for
in the

Bay, fcc.,
U. 8.

heirs of Officers
service.

or

Soldiers

dying

Invalid Pension*!,
Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded

or

sickness contracted while in the service
disabled
of the United Statos, in the line ol duty.

by

Procured for widows or children ol Officer* and Sol*
dicrs who have died while in the service of the Un>
ted State*.
Prise Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back Pay co
lected for Seamen and their heirs.
Fees, for each Pcusiou obtained, Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will reoe
prompt attention.
Post Office address

SETH E. HEED?
__

ments he holds out to those whose business
ure call them to the “Forest City.'*
JONATHAN

Portland, Aug. 19, 1862.

(Office No. 0 State House.)

RKrKRBHCBS:

Hon. Lot M. Morrill.
U. S. Senate,
non. James G. Blaine,

•epaodfcwlitf

Hon. Joseph B. Hall,
^

0f jjtatc.

ane

State Treasurer

sale

NEATEST MANNER.

TUE

K.
Is

Billets A Circulars in Every

ariety of Type,

or

other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

And

LIFE INSURANCE.

•.•Terms 81 per day. Stable connate*

New England Life Insurance

with house.

Bath, June 23,1862.

dtf

COMPANY,

SAGADAIIOCK HOUSE,
Alfred Carr,
Proprietor.

jeaatf

AMD

divide* its net

Company
THIS
(not in scrip
policy holder*,five
do.)in cash, every

by

this

••

j

*150,000
*204,684

JOHN W.

of Commerce stock, par value
#6<», market value *62i.
10,500 00
Globe Bank Stock, par *50, market
value *60,
25.000 00
Continental Bank Stock, par value
•50, market value *50,
20,000 00
Northern Bank Stock, par *100,
market value *100.
15,000 00
Hank

|

MUNGER, Agent,

No. 166 Fore Street, head of Long

Wharf,

PORTLAND, ME.

dec19

KETCH* OF

cod It

On the 3b

t

Amount of

Capital actually paid in,

MAY, 1832.
cash, #160,000

in

*‘

••

204,534

•*

]
;

|

11,489

;

Amount of bills receivable,
Amount of cash on hand,
Ain’t ofcasli in the tiands of
Mutual Ins. Co. Scrip,

1,200

#68.884 36
600 00

21,690 32
81,048 u6
18.661 (8
1.062 60
45.184 58
13,838 08

#200.362 86
17.038 48
8,371 35
and
9,881 78
others,
agent
25 80

#280,670 27

LIARIL1TIES.

personally appeared
by

—

Long

Wharf.Portland,Me
JOHN W. 1UUNOER, AsraL

3weod

OFFICE

jau28

!

No. 166 Fore Street,

HEAD OF LONG WHARF. PORTLAND.

JOHN W.

Esta/te,

IKTES'TRElVTg

MUNGER-Agent.

eod3w

Koad Bonds.
of the second mortgage Hoods of the
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
ltail

HOLDERS
the interest

coup«»ns thereon due

HOUSES,

at

price,

from *1000 to *5000.

lOQHOL'SK IT ITS. at pricea from *200 to *3000.
2.000.000 feet of FLATUS.
1.000.000 feci of LAND.
2 STOKE LOTS on Commercial Street.
MUSKS
nov27 dtf

COULD,

ROPE

74 Middle St.,
Upstair*.

the Pith of October, 1862, are hereby requested to deposit the same
in my hands, for which
will be given and
receipts
hereafter exchanged for certificates of stock in the
Portland it Kennebec Railroad,(a new organization,) as soou as the books and certificates can be
in accordance with a vote of said CompaJ. S. CUSillNG,
ny, Nov 8, 1862.
Treasurer Portland & Kennebec Railroad.
dec!8 dtf
Augusta, Dec. 16,1862.

prepared,

on

•»—

dly

Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated k Brass
Cocks, qf all kinds constantly on hand.

I. D. MERRILL.

JOHN BOND.

S. D. MERRILL.

an?4dly

BKOWV~

At 02 Middle Street,

on

hand, and

Patents.

daily

are

E*Taud MOST DESIRABLE

Custom

of

Furnishing Goods,

will sell at

prices to suit the times.

Importers

UO*,~

Foreign

and Domestic

Nos. 54 and 50 Middle Street, Portland*

AFTER

Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth B. Uersey,

j|fcn.^i^nvl<‘L—..

of*patents

All

necessity of a journey to Washington, to propatent, and the usual great delay there, are

YORK

With

a

large

FURNISHING
No, 111

“I regard Mr Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom I have had official intercourse.”
CHARLES MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a person more competent and
trust wort by, and more capable of
putting their application in a form to secure for them an early aud
favorable consideration at the Patent office.”
EDMUND BURKE.
Late Commissioner of Patents.
"Mr. R. H. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN applications, on all but oxk of which patents haw been
granted, aud that is now pending. Such uumistakable proof of great talent aud ability on his part
leads me to recommend all inventors to apply to him
to procure their
as they may be sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed on their
cases, and at very reasonable charges.”

patents,

JOHN TAGGART.
Dnring eight months, the subscriber, in course ot
his large practice, made on twice rejected applications, SIXTEEN APPEALS. EVERY ONE of which
was decided in his favor, by the Commissioner ot
PrtentsR. H. EDDY.

Janfieodty

Stock of

|

Vestings!

full assortment of

a

prepared to

Cloths,

make them np at short notice.

See,

AT No. US EXCHANGE STREET.

IF

dtf

YOU

-WANT THE-

Best

Ambrotype

or

Photograph,

not fail to call at No. 37 Market Square, where
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant satiftffcction. at pricer vhich defy competition.
N. B.—Large Ambrotype* only Fifteen Cent*.

Alfred Woodman,
Charles Bailey.

TRASK A
27 Market

July 14th,

LEWIS,

COFFINS

tbe various

AND

1862.

dtf

given to CUTTING and
GARMENTS, by

attention

PARTICULAR
MAKING BOYS’

A. D. REEVES,
#8

Tailor,

EXCHANGE STREET.

Portland. Aug. 6.1843.

JOHN

attention to the manufacturing, lining and trimming
of the above, I can furnish mem cheaper thau any
one else.
JAMES P. SLEEPER.
Aug. 8.1442.

ORAMTE

FANCY

STOKES_COMMERCIAL STREET,
P.rllnnd, Mr.

JOBH

LTBC-H,

riLIO BAHKIh,

TBOB.

LTBCH

jo28dtf
DOLK

A

GENERAL

merchants,

AID WHOLESALE

DEALERS

IX

No. 6 Salt Block Commercial Street,

AHDBBW T. DOLB.

eodtf

June 28.

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

0L00KS, WATOHES AND JEWELRY,

YORK STREET, PORTLAND. ME.
JeSSdtf

STATIONARY, TOYS, Be.,
J.

Federal and 106 Cungreet Streetf,

Boston.

BASrilLD.

CHENEY,

fttra MELODEON

t,

r J

D.

-ABD

Fokbibtall

can

be

June 23.

found at the above place
wly

rewardT

Harmonium manufacturer,
186) MIDI IE STREET.
-J.D.C. baa received more ttrat premium*
•
for beet instrument* than any other maker in
the State
iy Repairing and Tuning promptly and person-

DOLLAR9
given
NB
and conviction of any person
FIVE
persons stealing
from the doors of "our subscribers.
will be

for the

detection

or

paper*

dec25

PL BLIS ULUS

OF THE IKE6S

Window

ally

attended to.

Nhades,

CLOTH & WIRE SCBEEHS,
Sign*, Bnnum, Ormimcnlal nml
Fnnr; Fa in lint;.
EXECUTED

AT

TO

ORDER.

put up at short notice,

STONEHAMJSj

No. ICS 1.2 Middle St.
dec 12

Portland, Me.

e'odSra

At a COURT of Probate held at Portland, withia
ami for the County of Cumberland, ou the third
in the yearol our Lord eighTuesday of
teen hnndred and sixty-three.
MAKSTON. husband of Lydia W Marston,
late of North \ anuouth, in said County, deceased. having presented his petition for an allowance
nut of the personal eetato of which she died poaaeaa

January,

/t rear rWererf. That the said Petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by causing uotice to
be published three weeks succewsively, in the Maine
State Press. priuted at Portland, that thev may apCourt to be held at said Portland,
pear at s Probate
on the third Tuesday of February next, at ten of tho
iu
the
clock
forenoon, aud show cause if any they
have, why tin same should uot be granted.
WILLIAM G. BARfcOWS, Jndgo.
A true copy. Attest

C MOODT.

Sugar Refinery,

ADDISON W.

uot a customer who baa
fkiled to pay his month'y bi/ts. A favorable chance
is thus offered to any oue who may wish to engage in
the business, or to enlarge hiaprvaeut "route,
nov12eodtf

32w3W

IB1IILII

YA.VKEE NOTIONS,

28 and 30

can

JOHN

MOODY,

Commission

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,

Jlilk Itoiifu for *nle.
92 Exchange SL,
at this
or
a
buy a MILK,

No.
office,
chance to
hear of
BY inquiry
in which there in

Q-rocers,

PORTLAND. Ml.

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,

worm remc-

STORE SHADES, of all dimensions, made, letter

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE
Forristall,

all other

princi-

dly

LYNCH A CO„

(Opposite head of WIdgrry'• Wharf,)

A. W. BANFIELD,
Successor to P. J. Forristall and Mills k

rseding

12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
Sold iu Portland by H. U. HAY' aud all the
deco 3m
pal Druggists.

ed and

CASKETS,

Now in Use,
And will mitke o order anything of this kind that
may be orderea, -t short notice, from the cheapest to
the very best. B\ giving mv strict and undivided

fact that it is last sup

dies, is the best te*t of its great merit.
£JT"7/ afords IlELlEf in twenty-four hours, and
an entire cure is warranted, when taken
according
to directions, which accompany each bottle.
This Syrup t« also a most valuable ffcmily cathartic,
to be alwa>s used when phvsic is required, especially
for children It corrects the secretions, give* ton#
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It is purely </ Vegetable
Extracts, and alw*tys safe and reliable
Sold in New York by Hall k Rcchkl,218Greenwich street; in Boston bv Gnu. C. Goodwix A Co.,

i Rol’TE,"

Square, h’d Preble St.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

Exchange Street, Portland,
Oongrea* Street, keeps conall
kinds of

rear of 411
stantly on baud

I

1* the first and only remedy ever offered to the nub*
lie fbr the elfectual'renioval of the Ascaride*, or nv
Worms, from the human system. The high reputation it has established in the last two year*, ana tha

one

Boy*, Boya, Boya.

telJfh.

UNDERTAKER

I

Pin-Worm Syrup

DO

AND

Resilience

—

BOSTON,

and well selected

Military

importer and dealer in

LB.

AND

Cloths, Cassimeres and

here saved inventors.

TKRTIMOKIA

Tailor,

RETURNED FROM

DR. E. G. GOULD’S

NEW

JAMES P. SLEEPER,

taming patents.

cure a

JUST

"Wholesale

_

professional

•

aug20d&wtr

Wanbiugton.

MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PATENT OFFICE
than the subscriber; and as SUCCESS IS THE BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, he
would add that he ha* abundant reason to believe,
aud can
prove, that at uo other office of the kind
are the charges for
services so moderate
The immeune practice of the subscriber during twenty years past, has enabled Imn to accumulate a vast
collection of specifications and official decisions relative to patents.
These, besides his extensive library of legal and
mechanical works,and full accounts
granted in the United States and Europe, rende him able,
beyond question, to otter superior facilities for ob-

HAS

—

Dry Goods,

an extensive practice of upward* of twenty yeans,continues to secure Fateuts iu the United States; also in (ireat Britain, France, and other
foreign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Bonds,
Assignments,autl all Fapers or Drawiugs for Fateuts,
executed on liberal terms, and with despatch. Researches made into American or Foreign works, to
determine the validity or utility of Fateuts or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered iu all matters touching the same. < opies of t he claims of any
Fatent furnished bv reinittiug One Dollar. Assignments recorded at
The Agency is not only the largest iu New England, but through it inventors have advautag * for
securing Fateuts. of ascertaining the patentabilitv of
inventions, unsurpassed by. if not immeasurably superior to, any which can lie offered them elsewhere.

Portland.
jnll— dAwtfft

REEVES,
Tli«‘

and Wholesale Dealers in

1AAIFACTIRIRS AM JOBBERS OF CLOTHIH,

.....

D.

dtf

B O STON.

nM...

.A.

Styles of
CLOTHING,

ffy*Send stamp frr Circular.

they

Call and

—AID—

Late

Tl.s TutimAHl.l.

^U^ry

And is

WOOD.tl.4K, TRUE A

Agent i\f V. S. Patent OMet, Washington,
(under the Ad of 1887.)
70 State Street, opposite Kilby Street,

lat*

All correspondence strictly confidential and will a
returned if desired. Address
DR J B HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

As usual,keeps constantly supplied with freah
HI and fashionable BOOTS and SHOES, in evevariety and style for gentlemen's and laf
^^^dJet wear, and invite all his old customer*
and tlie public generally to give them a call whenever
desire to replenish their “understanding*."
W. W. L. is agent for the Leavitt and Wilcox
h tiibbs SEWING-MACHINES augft—rfmd

and Caasimerc*.

READY-MADE

we

sanity
cured

Co.)

STREET.

FULL STOCK OF THE

Latest.

which

E. Shaw h

Portland. Sept. 34, 1*3.

A

constitutionally

LOTH K OP,

MIDDLE

▲iso

receiving the

STYLES

Fancy Doeaklna

ple

BOOTS, SHOES k RUBBERS

House,

Portland. Nov. 19. 1R*B.

R. EE. EDDY,
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS,

llughec ha*
a
attention to
disease* of a certain clan*
During hi* practice ha
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has be met with a fhilore. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, ft Temstreet. Chargee moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without dieting^
or restriction in the habits of tbe patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effect* of most other
remedies; cure* new case* in a few hours; cure* without the dreadfti! consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are eutirely vegetable. and no injurious effect, either
or
local!?, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused bv bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in Iks
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently

and set up in the be«t manner, and all orders in town or
country faithfully executed. All
kinds of Jobbiug
promptly attended to.
Constantly on hand. I>*ad Pipe* and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kinds
July2Bdly

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,

Gentlemen’s

Foreign

delicacy.

and Silver Plated Cocke.
of Water Fixture for

W.

Infirmary.

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr.
PRIVATE
for
number of year* confined hi*

dec9tf

DwellDescription
Il'YERY
Ing House*. Hotels. Public Buildings, Ships, he.,

No. 88

i. n. n e Kit it. i. a co,

ALSO,

CHAMPION,

Eclectic Medical

Established for the treatment qf those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Still, Honor and

M. BKADISH.
by the barrel, or in lest

(Formerly

_julldawtfS
DR. HUGHES’

Warm, Cold and Shower Rathe, Waeh Bowie, Braee

W.

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of tbelr
A lady of experience in constant attend-

Bakery,

WILLIAM
A.
PRAKCE,
PLUMB E U,

Tailor,

Portland. Aug. 6.1862.

Opposite the

81. Peter Street,QI KBEC.
|y Samples on hand, and orders taken bv
J. T. FATTEN k CO..
Oct. 11—6m
Front Street, Bath.

Street

where will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
found in similar establishments: and he hopes, by
close
to business, and an endeavor to
please, to merit a share of patronage.

.

...

«ARDIAER A

CORDAGE, AC.,

N.

own sex.
ance.

the

EXCHANGE STREET.

descriptions.

LE MKSURIER k

THE

AH kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water
act
up in tbe best manner.
All orders in city or country personally attended to

For sale by

American and

NAVY

ESTABLISHMENT,

—

ALAO ON HAND

BOLT

A N I>

TAILORING

Hare

Again!”

undersigned would inform his old friende
and the public, that after an absence of twentyfive years, he has returned to his native place and
purchased of Mr. Thomas Richards his interest in

fcP

ALL. FKO.H A O Nob. 1 TO 6.

INVESTMENTS.
1340 -hare* American Rank Stock,
24
Arcade
'*
840
ltiackstoi.cCanal Rank Stock,
"
600
Commercial
»S6
Eagle
20
Mechanics
900
Weyhoeset
187
What Cheer Corporation

»

Jo

Of various

Press Oflioe.

arranged

P.rllaad, Me.
je*3tf

m

_

UBLEAClf B CASTAS, WIT1 RE# STRIPE,

especial

Executed

—AT TUI—

Washington

particularly

Dr.

J

daw

(A substitute for Cotton.)

HUGHES
invite* all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
5 Temple street, which they v*ill find arranged for
their
accommodation.
Dr. H.'» Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LA DIO will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely veretahle. containing
nothing in
the least iujurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with ftill directions,
DR. HUGHES.
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.

No. 124 Exchange Street, Portland, Mr.

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

BlEACIEB FLAI BUCK, WITH BLUB STRIPES,

Promptly

Dm,
* and

Infirmary.
ThFTaDIES.

TO

PRINTING,
and

a

Eclectic Vied lea I

Orders,

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,

PLUMBERS,

SAIL CLOTH.

COUPONS,

AND ALL OTHER KINDS OF

Neatly

kept In

W state A dent for DAVI8 k KIDD’S MAGNETO-ELECTR1C MACHINES.
eodAwtocU

Corporation Bonds,
Town Motes and

LARD OIL,

Anil all othnr article* luaaJlr
Faint eetablialimcnt.

AND

quantities*_

HEAD OF MERRILL’S WHARF.

Bath

dljr

TOWN

DYE-STUFFS,

KEROSENE OIL.

GOOD FAMIL Y FLOUR

Corn, FTour and Grain,

Water

day of December, 1862.

INCORPORATED.

Amonnt of Marine risks outstanding,
#446,781 00
Amount of Premium* thereon,
18.982 71
Ainsuut of Fire Risk* outstanding,
6,520,24300
I
Jloney borrowed,
16,000
of
Premiums
Amount
thereon,
5<),34*) 53
j
All other claims against the Com; Amount of loans, borrowed money and
None.
n)i
bank
discounts,
6,764 20
Total amount of losses, claims and liabilities, *27,501
! Amount of other liabilities, including
Dividends unpaid,
3.948 70
acua ni> ABU 1 KOVIDfcNt’R
16,000 00
Largest amount insured on any one risk,
Plantations, City and (.runty of Providence. I
A. O. PECK, President.
8. Mam an. President, I. 8. Parish, Secretary, of
W. HUMPHREY, Secretary.
the Atlantic Fire and Marine Insurance
Company,
being duty sworn, depose and say that tlie foregoing
State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations.
is a 1 rue. full and correct statement of the affairs of
said corporation, and that they are the above describProvidence, *b.—hi the City of Providence this
ed officers thereof.
8 M A PHAN, President.
8th day of January, A. D. 18»»3.
I. 8. PAK1S11, .Secrutary.
AUeu
O. Peck, President.and W alker Humphry,SecI
The State of lihode I land,
I
I retary of the above named Company, and severally
made
oath
that the above statement
them suband
of
|
Providence,**,
County
City
scribed, is, in their best knowledge anci belief true,
Suh*cr!I*>d and sworn before me, this seventeenth
and that the amount of capital actually paid in in
day of January, A. 1). 18d3.
cash, and invested exclusive of any obligations of
IIknry Martin.
tiie stockholders of any description, amount to the
A Commissioner for the State of Msiue
sum
of one hundred thousand dollars.
for the State of Khodc Island.
JOHN WILSON SMITH. Public Notary,
ty Marine and Fire Risks insured at fair terms.

PLea.1

Portland, Jnn* 26. 1*62.

Of Providence, H. I.,

*•

jan23

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

the”

American Insurance C omp’y,

LIABILITIES.
Amount of Losses adjusted and due
and unpaid.
None.

ok

SHOP

AND

STREET,

-MAKER OF-

A. D. REEVES,

unsurpassed.

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

on time.
is to call attention to the fact that a
of
Lite
Insurance is the cheapest and safest
|K>licv
mode of making a provision for one's family.”—Renjamin Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
to effect Life Insurance, at his office, or at their own
place of business, aud assist them in making applicalions
References in Portland may be made to the following
parties. Messrs. H. J. Libby & Co., Steele k
|
j Hayes, Ezra Carter, Jr., Messrs. Howard k Strout,
; l>eo. W. Wood man. Iv*q.. Messrs. John Lynch k Co.,
{ Hezckiah Packard, Esq.

ASSETS.

Head

Association,

Agent, Wathingtan, D. C.

Maine State
oc21 tf

"My object

CAPITAL.

1

are

AID

their debtors

NAME AND LOCATION.
The name of this Company i* the Atlantic Fire and
Marine Insurance ( onipauy, incorporated iu 1H62,
and located iu the City of Providence, Stateol Rhode
Island.

Amount of losses incurred and in
process of adjustment, reported,
on which no action has been taken,
Amount of Claims for losses resisted by the Company,
None.
Amount of Dividends declared aud
due and unpaid,
Amount of Dividends, either cash
or scrip declared but not
yet due,
None.

Styles

EXCHANGE

98

STOCKINGS, fc.

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

Tailor,

application

W. HATHAWAY,

J.

98

Company

WILLARD PHILLIPS, President.
Rbivj. F. Stevbns, Secretary.
Policies are issued on the life, or for a terra of rears,
or on certain contingencies.
Creditors may Insure

1862.

Mechanics & Manufacturers Bank
Stock, par *60, market value *5<», 10,000 00
Lime Bock Bank, par value *60,
market value *50,
12,3u0 00
Merchants Bank, par value *60,
market value *50.
2,500 00
Amount due ou Bond,
80000
Ain't due the Company on which
1,746 80
judgment has been obtained,
Bills Receivable for Marine Premiums,
645 60
Due from Agents,
5,166 67
)
Ca«h iu Banks,
Cash on baud not deposited, (
2,776 13
Interest money due. and other assets not above spec Wed,
880 00

years.

after.

Made to the State of Maine, pursuant to the Statute
of that Statu, entitled Au Act to regulate Agencies ol Foreign 1 nsurauce Companies.”

64.534

Our

• 15,000.
FREE POLICIES.
Premiums may be paid in ten years—no forfeiture

THE-

A. D.

earning* to the life
some companies

Premium* may be paid in cash, or in quarterly or
semi-annual
payments; or when for whole life, they
may be paid naif cash, and the balance in cash on
fire years, with interest.
Amount taken in one
risk, is

STATEMENT OF CONDITION

The Capital of said Company, actually paid up in cash, is
The Surplus ou the 81st day of Dec.

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

$335,000.

dtf

thirty-jir$t day of December,

f»-tidioua

as

Amount of (. ash Dividend paid
in 1868 to Life Member* was

Atlantic Fire and Marine In*. Co.,

1

and

—

Soldiers’ Relief

Cm»,ci.l Slr««l,
an—i

ELASTIC

Cut, made aud trimmed by

PORTLAND, ME.

A R M Y

Boston.

Inviting

—OF

Executed in taate to anil the

CASH CAPITAL, 62,372.943 14, INVESTED.

I THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfulf ly situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
1 from tin *«>a, and affords one of the most
retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
tanre cities.
Tim ;>ao a i>a hock is one of tbe finest, most spasinus, and best appointed Uotels in tbe State, located
within thane minutes walk of the Depot. Steamboat
Landing, Post Office, Custom House, Ac., being directly in tbe business centre of the City.
Trrai, Moderate by tbe Week ar Day.
Bath, June 23,1862.

Printing,

ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1. IMS.

BATH. MAINE.

|

Work

ALBERT H ERB 4c CO,

Bronze, Colored, and all other kind* of

APOTHECARIES• GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS. BRACES.

Riding Habits, Ac.,

“Home

Soap Stone,

DKALKB. IK-

886, Waahiwotow St., Bath.

Ladies’

A. D. REEVES,

to receive orders for

Free Stone,

Csrasr sf Pearl and Federal Sts..

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,

dtl

-22.

Wor 1c.

No. 375 F Street,
Communications to be addressed to

BLISS, Proprietor.

thorough

WITH

Grindstones.

pleas-

•AND FANCY GOODS.

N. B.—All work bring promptly and person*
attended to, is warranted to give
satisfaction.
Je23tf

ally

manner.

Chimney Pieces, Monumental

Marble

INSCRANCE.

INCLISH. FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERFUMIRT,

Watch-Maker,

gx

TUOnPSON,

prepared

Marble,

GENUINE MEDICINES,

Perllaad. Me.

OF

Works fl Union St., and 333 t 335 Fora St.,
PORTLAND. MF.
jnltdtf

J.

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,

PORTLAND. ME.

L. J. CROSS,

GAS FITTING,

Is/L arble

-DIALER I»-

Street, Thomas Block,

Portland, Anru.t8,1862.

Retail.

or

STEAM AND

TAG8 TIEHCED WITH HOLES k GLUTEXED
WUES DESIRED.

By C. M. PLUM ME

1

WVJ.

Cocks, Valves, Pipes and Connections, Whole-

Steam

Disimtch.

On the

Maine

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

HOTEL,

BATH

>

of

HOUSE."

GREAT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE THE RISE!

AagnttH, Me#

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Jul29dAwly

Jullltf

—

j

head

AND EVERT DESCRIPTION OF IACHINERT,

BAMCBECKS, MITES. AM BILLS IT LAdIM.

OFFICE—No. 166 FOlfE STREET,

Pensions

Every Variety

BILLHEADS RULED AND CUT IV

THE undersigned respectfully informs the
public that he has leased the above House,
ou Federal Street. Portland,
*id invites
tlie travelling community to call and see if
he knows “how to keep a hotei." Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided nble. attentive servants and moderate charges are the induce-

reasonable notice thereof.

The

Office, Commercial St.,

Done in the best

open'to

Lewiston.

in

made in

by
specimen of accuracy and condensation. The Judge was counsel for the plaintiff, previously to his elevation
to the bench of the Supreme Court. The declaration will be of much interest to the legal
fraternity. 1 forward it entire:
In a plea of trespass on the case; for that on
the fourteenth day of March, in the year 1861,
Judge Walton,

was

Businesa C&rda of

Jan7 tf

The

European

Fancy Types,

junction or free and middle sts.,

SS Coals, Pants, Vests, Jackets,

The public are requested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

*

C'yjtmnre* Building*, Vessel* in port, Merchandize. Household Furniture, kc apaitmt low by Fire.
*100,000 taken on any desirable Risk.
Lutses paid at the Portland Office.

subscriber has
plan.
ibovo House, and newly furnished it
the public.
throughout. The Howe is now
dec27
A. IV MOKBISON, Proprietor.

in 1861 while

Hard and Soft Wood.

and their assortment of

TICKETS FOR SALE.

ALSO, LIFE

quality, and

▲Iso, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

Style and Coat.

8teamer*,

Line of

best

are

MAMUFACTUKXR

TO NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE AND WASHINGTON.

Hahovik Street.Borrow.
Mannitm //<m#e—-conducted on

Formerly

machinery,

M Commercial

141 MISSle Street.

_

Book and

VIA FALL RIVER

BLACKSTONE HOUSE,

of Lewiston was on trial and excited much In-

for

Bay State

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

COAL

J. L. WINSLOW, Airent,

Philadelphia

■—AND TUB—

>

To the Editors of the Press :
I spent Monday in the Supreme Court at
Auburn. The case of Fesseiuleu ts. The town

Coals

janl 3m

JOHN H. PERKINS & CO.,

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, Ac.,

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

strictly of the
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

CH AS. B. ROGERS.

nets, hi stiffs, (lass wam,

THE GENUINE LOBBERT,
Pare and Free Barning.

STEAMSHIP COMPANY,

subscriber would very reepectftillv announce to his numerous friends, and the
public generally, that during the temporary
-^compulsory su«]>ension of his business he
has furnishtHl this well-known house anew, and ia
now better than ever prepared to wait upon his customers. and hoi»es by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. <». MAYO.
dAwtf
Passadumkeag, June 23.1862.

Feb. 4, 1863.

JOB PRINTING

•

Portland.

N. York &

PORTLAND. Xl.
ROGERS.

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

LEHIGH,

CUMBERLAND
BO(U AND

Y,

Produce

and

January 1st, 18«3.

JOHN'S,

The Proprietor, of the Pobtlabb Daily Pbbm
reepectflilly Invite attention to their fheilitiee for executing, in beautiful «tyle, every description of

H A

%*

No. 129 Commercial Street,

nan

SAWYER * WHITNEY.

and

Flour, Provisions

HAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,

Company,

Exchange

WOOD,

FOR

SPRING MOUNTAIN

1, adequate to do any work demanded In thi, State

AGENT FOR THE

....

An Interesting Law Case.

of

Milk Streets

E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PA8SADUMKEAQ, MAINE.

COMMUNICATIONS.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Of Hartford, Conn.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *300,000.
comer

&

CHEAP

H.

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

JOHN T.

Second Floor,

H

CO.,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

DELIVERED TO ANY TART OK THE CITY.

roved modern

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS *050,000.

Ofllre

Long Wharf,

I. W. nUNGER,

jan7 d3m

medical!

|

General

that may be wanted.

New York.

AJtna Life Insurance

JOHN T. ROGERS Ac

marine. Fire and Life Insurance,

COA L
Fox Block,

Their Establishment is tarnished with all the
af>-

Company,

Ranqor, Me.

Commercial Mutual Marine Ins. Co.

CENTRAL HOUSE,

above

STREET,

Cash Capital, paid in and invented according to law,
*100,000.

HOTELS.

tr Job Printing of every description executed
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the off ec or paper promptly transacted on application as

Ho. 166 Fore St., head of

Printing Office,

No. 8*1 EXCHANGE

Of South Berwick.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Claes. $35. First Claes, $77 to $92—according
to accommodation,—which iucludes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn tickets issued at redneed rates.
Excursion ticket* to the World’s Fair, out and
back, $186.
Apply to Edmonstone. Allan k Co., Montreal,or to
J. L. FARMER.
No 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
dtf
Juno 23.1802.

vance.

POWER

Book and Job

Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,

Saturday

Removal !
The undoreigned hue removed hie Office to

Hampden Fire Insurance Co.,
Of Sprixofield, Ham.
CAPITAL AND 8URPLUS OVER *200,000.

BUSINESS CARDS.

Where ho ie prepared to write any amount of

Of Brooklyn, New York.
CAPITAL AND 8URPLUS OVER *300,000.

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

12 cents

STEAM

Fhenix Fire Inmrance Co..

MONT R K A I,

No charge lost than fifty

Broadway.

Charter Oak Fire and Marine Ini. Co.,

John.

for three insertions

nf ik. fl I

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *600,000.
Profit* annually divided. 75 per cent, to the dealer*.

Rooms.
Good* forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Kastport and St.

Hates of Advertising:

/1a

am

of New York, No. 104

mog

The Maims State Press is

DOW,

surance Co.

follows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
9 North River. New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P. M.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the
speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers Wtween New York
and Maine. Passage $5.00, including Fare and State

three cents.

BUSINESS CARDS.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRE88

and London Fire and Life In-

Liverpool

run as

each three months’ delay, and If not paid at the end
of the year the paper will be discontinued.

PRINTING.

Marine, Fire & Life Insurance Agency.

and

^

Tr* Portland Daily Press is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at 96,00 per year is advance, to which will be added twenty-five oents for

Single copies

INSURANCE.

wly7

EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.

subscriber herebv

notice

to

all
gives public
concerned, that she has been duly appointed and
THE
taken
herself the trust of Administratrix of the

upon

estate of

STEPHEN WAITE.
Portland, in the County of Cumberland, deceased, by giving bond aa the law directs; she therefore requests all persona w ho are indebted to the said
deceased*a estate, to make immediate payment; and
those who have auy demands thereon, to exhibit the
late of

same

for settlement to

MARTHA OLIVE WAITE.
Portiaud. Jan. 6 .18*53.
31 w3w*
fit If E subscriber
gives public notice to all
and
A concerned, that he has been duly
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of
SEWARD MERRILL.
fcffe of Scarborough, in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, by giving bond as the law directs;
he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to
the said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment; and those who have any demands thereon, to
exhibit the same tor settlement to
« HAItLES J MORRIS.
32 wlw*
Scarborough, Jan ID, 1863.

hereby

appointed

■

Many ;
the suggestions of patriotism.
and honest men may lie involved in such
demonstrations, but they are not the men who

they
good

ihe daily press.
PdftTLAND,

MAIN*
—■" —

■■

I8C3.

-.------—

blows

'The Portland Daily Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper ia
the oity.

chinery, and

utter

With the exception perhaps of the Press in this
the Lewiston #curn*) has been the most
senseless and malicious in its attacks upon General McClellan of any paper in the counti y; but
the Journal has now discovered that it “would
be of good Bervice” to set McClellan to reorganising oar armies again. The Press has also discovered, within a few days, that General McClellan possesses “splendid talents," and regrets that the conmry loses the advantage of
them. The arrant hypocrite !—[Advertiser.
reasons

enough

obvious

class

there is a

men,

pate their friendship, and prove to a demonstration that their love for McClellan is based
tlie

to Jeff. Davis and the rebellion.

“senseless aud malicious attacks

McClellan,”

it is a

upon Gen.
gross, inexcusa-

falsehood,

ble and malicious, uttered for

do good purybse,
prompted by no regard or friendship for McClellan, but onl; the ooze and slime that naturally results from a wicked, disloyal, infernal
spirit, toward those who stand in its way, and

whose labors serve to counteract its own evil
purposes. So much for the above item.

Gen. McClellan has
our

never

Tbe article

columns.

been attacked in
last sum-

published

mer, and which the Advertiser has

again attributed

over

and

distinguished genwho stands connected witli
the Judiciary, though an article we did not a|>prove at the time, and which we took occasion

over

city

tleman of this

at the time

to a

to

disclaim,—even that article

made neither a “senseless” nor

a

“malicious”

attack upon McClellan. It did express lack
of confidence in him,—as any man had a right
to do,—it expressed the opinion that his connection with the interests of the Democratic
anti-war party was prejudicial to his influ-

or

good, (an idea in which we did not
sympathize,) and it criticised some of his
war policy, such as protecting rebel
property,
returning runaway slaves etc.—wbich we then
thought and still think was, perhaps, carried
for

ence

then

farther than the usages of civilized warfare
and the moral disciplin of our own
troops demanded,—but its language was not malicious,
no

nor

it, in any proper seuse, be regarded
“attack” upon the General referred to.

could

ar au

Then the article published in tbe Press

cerning

tbe army

Antictam, signed

con-

subsequent

to the battle of
“Portland,” and which the

Argus,

with its usual courtesy, suggested was
written in the Press office by one ol the editors,—even that article was kind in its tone
towards McClellan, though its kindness did
not blind the writer to the force offsets which
under his own

personal observation. Tbe
truth is, the class of politicians referred to, in
order to account for the inexplicable inefficiency and inactivity and immobility of the army
at that time, labored to throw the blame where
it did not belong, alleging that the soldiers
were ragged, without tents and barefooted,—
statements which our correspondent contradicted, and which have since beeu proved false
by official papers.
In fact, the allegations most unfavorable to
came

McClellau in both of the articles referred to,

(and they
that

even

voaii^u

the

are

only

articles

the venal papers

nrii.ii

mutining

in the Press

named have ever

111111,1

were

1101,

ac

him Irom the ruin

And when was

changed?

At the

the

ground of accusation

time, precisely,

when Gen.

McClellan was relieved of his command, and
Gen. Burnside was appointed to the command
of the army of the Potomac. Then it was
that the same papers and the same politicians
which bad construed every word s|>oken by

republicans,

unfavorable to

McClellau, into an
attack upon President Lincoln,
suddenly
changed fronts, right-about-faced, and from
that time to this they have lost no opportunity to laud to the skies only one man, and be
the very man whom the President had removed ;—thus proving their pretended
respect for
the President a hollow shunt, aud a liase untruth.

In relation to Gen. McClellan our opinion—
which is of no consequence any way, in such
matters—remains

precisely

it was before his
removal. We believe him to be a thoroughly
loyal man, a man of almost matchless military
capacities in some departments of

military
qualities, for whom
fought under him, cherish a most devoted attachment, and whose services it seems a great pity to lose to our counscience,

a man

try

at

of lovable

the present time.

That his caution

is

excessive, that for offensive warfare he is sadly deficient In some important qualities, and
that the mischievous machiuatious of
political
schemers, who seek to make him their standard bearer, have more or less embarrassed
him, we have not a lingering doubt.
Since his release from his command Gen.
McClellan has behaved uobly—like a true patriot. Not a disloyal word has escaped him—

single

reflection upon the government
—not a word of
fault-finding. But the shameless course of those who claim to be Ills
not a

him to their

friouds, may

ruin him, though we hope he may
be able to see through the thin film of friendship that actuates them, and penetrate the I
4i*loyal spirit by which too many of their efforts arc inspired. It is notorious that men of

all shades of opposition to the government
combine to throw up their caps for McClellan.
It Is not bis fault but his misfortune, that every disloyal sheet iu the North is blatant in his

praise; that every suspected person cheers for
McClellan; that men who openly declare their
preference for Jeff. Davis over Lincoln, are
put upon, commltte.es to invite him to accept
public ovations! These are the meu who
most seriously abuse
McClellan, and these the
acts from which he 1- most likely to suffer. Every anti-administration man. every anti-emancipationist, and every negro-hater, throws up
his cap for McClellan, and we again
repeat

thia is not his fault but his misfortune.
At the present momeut we find concerted
efforts made to m ike him the central figure in
the uatiou. Committees of huutlreds are raised and fractions of them go a hundred miles
to ask him to receive their empty and too ofteu

heartless honors, which he has the good sense
to decline. These are not genuine acta of
friendship for a displaced General, nor are

friend

we

sure

to

come

of

complicity

disloyal schemes.

We close this

i

article with the words of an ardent and open
admirer of Gen. McClellan—tlie closing words

i

of

I

eulogizing

article

an

and

patriot,

a

him

man—which we

as

an

clip

officer, a
from an

editorial in tlie last

Transcript:
Dut that lie |McClellan] is the sole hope of
tlie nation, as a portion of tlie press and the
|H>liticiniis would have us believe, we are
strongly inclined to doubt. And the constant
effort made by this press and party to concentrate tlie favor of tlie people upon him, with
or without the design of
making him PresiIf we are
dent, is downright wickedness.
loyal, we arc loyal to our government, not to
a “removed” Major General, going about to

shake hands, tine and gallant though he lie.—
There is oilier and severer work to lie done,
than to talk McClellan, and organize committees and political victories, just now.
Let us
think a little of Hooker, the lighting General,
and the brave fellows ready to follow him to
their graves in the field. We may divert ourselves ami go a-visiting, and it is a good tiling
to lie as jolly as we consistently can in these
dark times—but don't let 11s do it at the expense of our government mid army. We cannot do otherwise titan afford these our earnest
help now, without incurring more fearful peril.
If a cheer for McClellan tends to weaken any
part of our force engaged against the rebellion,
irom tlie President down to a private, we have
no right to give it.
Much as we wish |iersoi>ally to see the famous warrior, if this ovation
is to operate like an attack, direct or indirect,
upon the government liv w hich we must abide,
we do not regret his decision uot to visit Poitland.

DISPATCH

TO THE

DAILT

PRESS.)

Acocsta, Feb. 5.

Cavalry.—Addison
jutant.

SENATE.

Thursday. Prayer by
Augusta.
Rend and assigned.—Resolve

Tappan

Rev. Dr.

of

for

war

purposes; act to

provide

in part for the

expenditures of government.
Passed to be engrossed.—Act to change the
of certain persons; act to amend (.'hap.
142 of the laws of 18(12; act making valid and

names

amending the

acts

incorporating Sebec

The report of the Judiciary Committee,
the bill relating to marriage and its solemnization, that it ought not to pass, was, on motion
on

her laded by a well earned reputation
Ao reporter for the press ever enjoyed
before, lauded in New York on the 10th March,
1801. On the 25th, after a pleasant breakfast
with several representatives of the New Y’ork

such

press, he left by rail for Washington. On the
12th of April he set out for the Southern States,

peti-

Mr. Merrow, from the Committee on Claims,
reference to the Judiciary Committee
of the petition of Col. Wildes.
On motion of Mr. Milliken of Hancock, it

the 10th April, three days after the surrender of
Fort Sumter. After four days in South Carolina, Mr. Russell took his departure for Savannah,

was ordered that the Committee ou the Reform
School make their customary visit to the Institution during the present session of the Legisla-

pursuing

his journey by easy stages to Montgomery, Mobile, Pensacola, New Orleans, Vicksburg, Jackson, Memphis, and so up the Mississippi river, arriving at Cairo on the 19th J\ine.
His route thence lay easterly toward Washington, in and near which city he remained till the

ture.

Panned to be enacted.—Act to incorporate the
Portland Grain Warehouse Co.; act to incorporate the Baldwin Mutual Fire Insurance Co.

next

Mr. Peters, from the Committee on Judiciary,
reported bill to amend Sect. 5, Chap. 116, R. S.;
also bill for collection of taxes in Bremen.
The same Senator also presented suudry petitions which were read and referred.
Bill to incorporate the South Jefferson Bog
to

be

This is

book entirely distinct from the letters
prepared by Mr. Russell for the Times. These
are memoranda
touching plaosand persons of
note, but of a character too nnnutc to admit of

■uch

insane hatred ol negroes has prevailed,
as in the Northern States of this country for
an

half a century. Three fourths ol the
tion to slavery, which almost every

opposibody at

the North professed fifteen years ago, was at
the bottom nothing but an aversion to negroes.

when written. It is not to Mr. Russell's credit, that he should have perverted the
opportunities afforded him by hospitality to the
exercise of his profession as a writer. Since he
has done so however, let us cheerfully admit

HOUSE.

that he is
sees,

Mr. Hobson, from the Committee on
Printing,
&c., reported the contract with Hartford &
Smith for the binding.
Report accepted and

from the South, we were delighted;
when he named our own taults we were an-

wrote

We

are now

paying the |>enalty of this in-

prejudice.
men might

sane

ored

But for this thousands of col-

have been enlisted in our armies from the first, and so thousands of our

young men might have bceu saved from
disease and death. I do not hate the negro so
intensely, that I would not accept his help if

own

I

drowning,

were

nor

love him

so

much belter

than white men that I wish to screen him from
all the

dangers

of the whites.

of the conflict at the expense
Besides, the dangers from dis-

ease, which are far greater than the dangers
in battle, would be far less for them than for
the whites.
But for this insane hate and scorn, our genmight have found fliends In the enemy’s

erals

country, who would have aided them in the
way that northern traitors have aided
Confederates—by giving them information.

same

the

But to

great extent, they have been re[>clled,
and returned to their masters, and we have run
a

danger blindfold. They have l»een virtually encouraged them to be true to their rebel

into

masters.

A

man

were

from the army told me the negroes

treacherous, and he wanted nothing

do with them.

to

We know that

treachery and
deception are the natural outgrowth of op-,
pressiou—the natural defence of the weak.
Suppose they are sometimes treacherous; who
will wonder when he considers how they have
been met with scorn and treachery by those
they would have befriended. Oen. Mitchell
promised some slaves their liberty, if they
would do a dangerous service in the way of
scouting w hich no white man could do. When
Oen. Buell took command lie returned them
to their masters.
Even with the aid of the Proclamation of
it will, in view of their ex|>eri-

Emancipation

for the last two years, take them a good
while to learn whom they can trust They
have wit enough to know it is better to be true

ence

to their masters than to trust snch generals as
Buell. I fancy that the memory of such generals will not be savory to the next generation.
When the smoke clears away and facts come
to light, it will be known that many a son, or

brother,
might have lived to bless his
friends, but for this insane scorn and hate of
the negro.
L.
or

“We,

father

the

People

Portland.”

or

—

The

Daily Cretan insists that Mr. Spring’s charges
disloyalty against certain individuals in
this city, produced in his speech in the State
Senate last Friday, constitute a “libel on
Portland.” This precious impudence
brings
to mind the three
tailors of London, and
their famous petition beginning “We, the
people of England.” The party represented by
of

the Cretan, which either is or appears to be
opposed to the war and ready to adopt any
means

to

prevent its successful prosecution, is

no( Portland. The number of our citizens,
who heartily eudorse the course of the

Cretan,

is very small; and out of that number but tew
would publicly disgrace theinaehes (not Port-

land, it
ner

is absurd to talk of

that) in
Spring. We

indicated by Mr.
to believe there are

glad
glad

to

learn that the

would be
We would be
is also rid of drunk- I

none.

city

the man-

fate to

us

at

the Americans under their most unfavorable aspect.” Let us no longer blame him
for this unlucky fact. Nothing has been able to
shake his belief iu our country’s “glorious ca-

and if any, wh it measures are necessary to secure the binding and proper preservation of valnewspaper files in the Li-

reer,

brary.

for

Mr. Sticknev, of Perry, offered an order, that
the interests of education ought not to suffer,
and the financial condition of the State demands,
that an investigation be made by an appropriate

a

see

which misfortune and
time.”

Here

folly

may arrest but

from Mr. Russell's
gallery of pen and ink portraits. At (’harleston,on a visit to Fort Sumter, he first met

committee to rejiort whether a reduction in the
compensation of the Superintendent of Schools
cannot lie made.

arc some

60 year*.
Iu Harpswcll, Feb
70 years.

The writer of the article on The
Consequence# of the
Rebellion, is Hon. Frederick P. .Stanton, a celebrated lawyer in New York, and not the War
Secretary,
Edwin M. Stanton.—[Ilaugor Time#.

;

sketches

As the boat touched the
Iabnaiun
tall,

1

of the Continental for February, in
which case it might be suspected that the dis-

powerful-looking

European marlegal effect of such proclamations
as Beauregard’s at Charleston and
Magruder’s
at Galveston, declaring the blockade of those
port* raised by superior force, begins to furnish food for speculation.

NIA KI

picking 8 am hit ri

Sch
ler.
Sch

>

Law Libraries.
Pasted to be enacted.—Act to authorize Albert
Trufant to extend a wharf in Harpawell harbor;
act authorizing the Commissioners of Haucock
certain taxes; act to amend
County
Section 14, Chapter 12, Revised Statutes, relating
to local parishes; act to incorporate Vassalboro’
to

Mills

reassess

as

being

JKFFERSOX

|

a

Confederate spy

1.

i__

J. C. Mott, M I)., Operating and Consulting
and Physician, attends exclusively to Disof the Urinary and Genital Organs, and Female
Complaint* of all kind*, and the more obscure diseases of the Pelvic Vicera.a* Piles, Rupture*. Hvdrocele, Varicocele. Fistula. Early decline of Manhood,
Ac
Dr M. keeps hint-elf posted in all the improvement* in the cure of Disease, made iu this country
or Europe, and spares no expem.e that hi*
patients
may have the best medical and surgical treatment
the world afford*
Advice Free
OT* Office HR
Court street, BOSTON. Hours from It* A M. to 2
P. M and 6 to 8 P M
Mrs M.. who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
maladies of her sex. can be consulted by ladie*
Patients furnished with hoard and experienced
nurse,
oct3eodfim

.1

MILITARY APPOINTMENTS.

MR.

|

BENJAMIN.

The Attorney General of the Confederate
States is the most brilliant perhaps of the famous Southern orators.
He is a short, stout
man, with a full face, olive-colored, and most
decidedly Jewish features, with the brightest
large black eyes, one of which is somewhat diverse from the other, and a brisk, lively, agreeable manner, combined with much vivacity of
He is one
speech and quickness of utterance.
of the first lawyers or advocates in the United
had
a
at
and
States,
large practice
Washington,
where his annual receipts from his profession
less than

eight

thousand pounds to ten
thousand pounds a year. But his love of the
him
card-table rendered
a prey
to older and
weae

not

—

DR. P. P.

QUIMBY. would give notice that he ha
can be found at his Room,
House, Tuesday, August
12th, where he will attend to all wishing tocousul

returned to Portland, and
No. 13 I xt Kit national
him.
First Examination at

office,.8200
subsequent sittingat office,.60
first
Examination
at residence,... 2 50
City Patients,
Eachsubsequent visit at residence,. 100
August 10. 1802.—tf
Each

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
MAIL AKHAXOKMKNTS.

WESTERN—Arrives

j

at

12.40 and 7( P. M.

Closes at

Closes at 12 M.
1 30 1*. M.
CAN ADA—Arrives at 1.50 P. M
Closes at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 6 P. M. Close at
y P. M
l yoffice open daily (Sundavs excepted) from 8
A. M to y 1*. M
Uu Sundays, from 81 to 91 A. M.
at

Physician and Surgeon.—II. A. LAMB. M.
D.,
Office, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets
Portland, Me.
Particular attention
iseases of the eye and

paid
ear.

to

Surgery, including
aug7—dt5m

Drs. J. Clawson Kelley and II. L. Davis*
Office, No. 229} Congress street, up same
flight with Dr. Johusou. Dentist—only place in Portwhere
land
Dr. Kkllby's genuine medicines can be
had. Adcict/rte upon all diseases.
jantf d8awAwtf32
Medical

Drs. LOCKE A KIMBALL, Dentist*, No. 117
Middle Street. Portland. Me.
augl6—ly

Loan to the State or Maine.
Treascrcr a Office,
I
Augusta, Feb. 4. 1*88.
»
a Resolve of the
Legislatare,
approved January 81. 1888. proposals will bo received at this office until 6 o'clock P. M., the twentieth day of February current, for a loan of five hundred siid twenty-five thousand dollars, reimbursable
In twenty years, for which bouds of the State will be
iesued in sums of five hundred dollars and one thousand dollars, bearing interest at the rate of sin per
cent, yearly, and payable semi-annual Is.
The bonds will be issued dated Maren 1.1888, with
coupon* attached for the semi-annaal interest, payable. both principal and interest, at the Suffolk Bank,
Boston.
The money on said lo*a will be received at this office, Suffolk Bank, Boston, or either of the Banks in
Bangor or Portland.
Persons desirous of taking the loan, or any part ef
It, not less than five hundred dollars, are requested
to send their
to the Treasurer of Btate, at
Augusta, specifying the aawant and terms.
The proposals must contain no other fractional
rates than one-eighth, one-fourth, one-half or threequarters of one per centatn.
Those persons whose proposals may be accepted,
will he immediately notified.
fehStfebaO
NAT I AN DANE. Treasurer

Packet, Purington, Phtpsburg.
Hart, from St George for Fortreaa

Lcwtoton, Knight. Boston.

NOTICE TO MARINER**
Lighthouse Knffineers. 8th A Oth f>»st.

proposals

New Orleaus. Jan. 15. 4883.

1

I

During the construction of the Lighthouse building* at the Head of the Pasaea of the Mississippi River, a light will be cxhihitei nightlv. from tl»e 2mh
of Jan, at a point coinciding with the
position of the
old Lighthouse, which will also Ik* that of the new
tower. The light will be that of a ship's lantern, vis-

DR. WALTER R. JOHNS OR,
DENTIST,

ible to descending vessels at a distance of about five
miles, and will l»e replaced by a Fresnel lens of the
sixth order, as soon as the tower, now iu course of
construction, shall he sufficiently advanced lor it.
By order of the Lighthouse Hoard,
M. F. BUN ZAND.

I>esires to call the attention of persons in want of
artificial teeth, to one of the greatest improvements
in that department of dentistry, lately invented by
him. He would be
to explain its advantages,
and show specimens of it. to any who
may Bivor him
with a call. lie also continues to fit teeth on Gold.
Silver and Vulcanite Robber. Teeth filled
him
are warranted to be an usefal and durable as it they
had never docaved.
IW * tffice ‘££ji Congress street, two doors west of
New City Hail and Court House.
fcb6 fimeod

happy

by

DISASTERS.
Ship
Bailey, before reported wrecked outside
of >an Francisco, sailed from S F Jan 8th for Puget
Sound, in charge of a pilot (Capt < allott.) She went
ashore same evening about 4 miles South from Foint
F W

Lot mm. and it i* difficult to tfud an excuse for the dtaaster, as it is stated that there wax sufficient wind nt
the time for steerage way. Upon discovering the
mltv of danger the starboazd anchor wax let go.
ut the chain* cut through the hawser hole and saw*
ed through the timber*, making an opening lor the
The other anchor wa* got overboard, but by
water.
this time the ship was in the surf, and nothing could
save her.
Several of the crew mauued a lioat. but it
was stove as soon as lowered, and the men perished.
Another boat, containing the cbiet mate and four of
the crew, succeeded in effecting a lauding, and the
crew reached San Francisco ou the 9th with the first
new* of the shipwreck.
One of the crew was washed ashore in a feeble condition, and hi* recovery is
doubtful. Niue persons iu all were saved, ami eight
lost. Among the latter was Captain Dyer, whose
body has washi'd ashore. The ship went to pieces in
less than 24 hour*.

Ordinance on Fast

lars tor each offence.
(Sec 89 Revised Ordinances on Streets.
N. B
The above Ordinance will be strictly enforced
WILLIAM HC8E,
fcbfi dlw
City Marshal. •

FRONT

No. XOO Commercial Street.
AVAHUH FKOST.

Merritnac. Wood*. Liverpool.
Leonom, A rev, Puget ?*ound.
NEW ORLEANS—Towed to sea &4d, ship Pacific;
barks Hannah lhorntou. Jane E Bishop.
KEY WEST—Id port 20th, ship Wizard King, for

TO CREDITORS OF THE ESTATE OF JONA-

ldg

IIATrEKAS INLET— In port 29th ult, sch II B
Hull, from Ncwberu SC for New York.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 28th, sch Ocean Bird, Berry,

THAN MOORE
the

having been appointed to
WE,rreeiveuudersigued,
aud examine tbe claims of the creditor* of the estate of Jouathau

New 3 ork
BA LTIMORE—Ar

Moore, late ui Portlaud. deceased, whose estate has been represented
insolvent, give uotice that six mouths from tbe 30th

2d, bark William. Lord, from
Yorktown.
Also ar 2d. ship David Stewart. Pron'iss. Cadiz.
Shi 2d. brig \\ enouah. Dow. Aspinwall.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 2d, sch Silver Magnet,Per*
ry. Boston.
Cld 2*1. brig Isaac Carver, Shnte, Boston.
At Delaware Breakwater 2d inst, schs Caroline
Hall. Ilaftie Coombs. I'k.V Roger*
NEW YORK—Ar 3d iu»t, brig 3Iira W Holt, doe-

day of January current, have been allowed to said
creditors to exhibit and prove their claims, and that
we will attend to tbe duty aasigued ns at the otRee of
Fessenden k Butler in said Portland, on the last Saturday of the d resent mouth, and of the five next succeeding months, at 2} o’clock In the afternoon
Dated this 20th dav of January A. D. 1833.

Sagua 2)Mh ult.
Ar 41 n, brig Aladin, Curtis, from Elizabethport for
Boston.
( Id 3d. ships Victory. Little, and Joseph Gilchrist,
Lev nsalier, tor Liverpool; Caravan,Sands, London;
barks Americau Eagle. I ogerty, Cette; Kate Stankler. Allen, Cadiz; Jane Daggett. Luce, for London;
Gazelle, Rhodes, Barhadoex: Fannie. Herrick, for
Sagua: sch Snow Squall, Sheppard. Aspinwall.
NEW LONDON—Ar lxt, sen Ophir, lliggius, from
son.

•VW LAKKaueE,
jau31 d3w thonwtjuue2o

EDWARD HANSAKoUD wu Admitted a
partner with me on January 1. 19(53, and the

Mr.
name

of the firm is

A. P. MORGAN <fc CO.
A. P. MORGAN.

PROVIDENCE— Sid 4th. eeh San Juan, Haskell,

j*nl»d3w

for New York.

NEWPORT—In port 3d, schs R II Colson, Colson,
from toston for Baltimore; Josiah Achorn, West,
Rockland for New York.
HOLMES'S HOLE—In port 3d. brig Elmira, Hall, !
from Sagua for Boston; sch Laurel, MeFarlaud, fm
Cardeuax for do.
BOSTON —Ar 4th. snip Columbus, (new, 934 ton*,)
Diompson. Keiinebunk.
Cld 4th. Br ship Mary Warren, (new, built Newburyport) Kiusman, Liverpool; bark Smyruiote, Weston, Smyrna.
Ar 5th. schs Target, Scott, Bu. no* Ayres: Effort.
Cole. .Macbias
Cld f»th, schs Geo W Glover, Wheeler, and Solon, 1
Board tun ii, Camden.
SALEM—Ar 3d. schs Catharine Beals. Flower*, frn
Ea»tport for Choplauk, Va: Peru. Cieamer. Waldo- I
boro for Boston; Unison, .Maun. Freeport for do;
Defiance, Hamngton, Portland for New York; R
Woodruff. Jones, Boston for Bucksport.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 3d. *chs Sarah. Holden, New
York for Rockland; Dahlia, Chase, fm Portland for
j
New York; klaiietfa. Gray, fm Salem for Portland; j
Bloomer, Hall. Boston for Bath; Gem of the Oceau,
McFarlev. Batli lor New- York.
KENN'EBI NKPORT—Sid 1st. bark Anna E Stierman. (new, 493 tons, of New York) for Portland.

Wauled Immediately,

1

j

every town and village,
agent of either
INwhich
engage ia
light and profitable business
from
week
be made.
an

sex to

a

by

can
*8to f 12 per
Persons having leisure evening* can make from 50 cents
to fl per evening
with tall particulars
A samp I
sent bv mail to all who inclose thkkc letter stamps
(9 centsi and address IRA KU8SKLL k CO..
feb4 dim* w9«34*
Hook sett, N. H.

U. 8. INTERNAL REVENUE

STAMPS,
POR

SALS

AT TBS

PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,
In Merchants' Bank Building. Exchange St.
jan'22 dtl

j

JOHN C.

PROCTER,

Real Estate and Merchandise

FOREIGN FORTS.

Portland; 81st, Ospray, Thompson, Boston.

i CummtoRloa*™.

Copartner.hip Notice.

Philadelphia.

Kirs;

eodtf

Nfoiicc of i ommlMlonm of Insolvency

Metcalf.

brig

ADD1SOI FETE.

Portland. February 4. 1*53.

ship

At H«>ng Hong Nov 30. shins Imlenendenco. Crowell. for Mel hoar no; Eliza F Mason, Luce, and Ncstorian. Worth, unc; Jock Frost. Emery, do.
Sailed from Manila N«w 12th. hark <'ora. chandler,
(late Munroe) tin New York for ShanghaiAr at Honolulu Deo 6th, ship Kingfisher, Kn-t-mtn,
San Francisco (and sailed 17th for Snanghae.)
Passed do Dec 1H. ship Cyclone, lugcrmdl, tin San
Frnnci-co for C hina.
At Howland’s Island Nov 6, ship Golden Eagle.
Swift, Idg guano.
Ar at ( aiders Dec 20. ship Meinnon, Fret'man. fin
Tottoralillo, (and sailed Ja 2d fur Chauarai. to tiui.'h loading.
At Valparaiso 2d ult. ship Crest of the Wave.Price,
from New York: Kate Hunter. Melcher, disg for reJosephiuc, Wood, from Rio Janeiro tor
u Francisco.
Ar at Aspiuwa! 2d u t. bark Sherwood. Bailey, fin
New York
Sid 17th. bark Xantho. chapman. New York.
At Port au Prince 18th ult. bark Chanticleer. Fotler. fin New York, ar 17th.
Sailed from Cienftiegoa 21st ult, brig Waltham,
I'lark, Boston.
Ar at St John NB 80th ult, schs Ospray, Price, fiu

FRYE,

Floor, Meal, Grain and Feed,

Teekalet.
( Id 8th.
Sid 8th. bark

i

*

-DEALERS IE-

domestic ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 1st ult. ship Sen Serpent.
Thorndike, New York; 2d. bark Leonore. Arcy.
3 An

1

Driving.

YO person baring for tbe time being the care or
i’ use of anr horse or other beast of burthen, carriage or draught, shall rWe or drive, or cause tbe
same to be driven through any part of tbe city at a
faster rate than six miles an hoar, ander a penalty of
! not lees than five dollar* nor more than twenty dol-

Erox

New Orleans,

conformity with

IN

NEWS.

Leesburg, Blake, Philadelphia, by Jos Hob-

7.45 A. M. and 1.30 P. M
at 1.60 P. M

Saturday

lebfidAwly

CLEARED.
Julia, (Br) Smith. St George NB, by N J Mil-

EASTERN—Arrives

EUROPE—Close*every

X!E

Office of

Surgeon

n

aud of course sketched,

sou.

ease*

DAVIS.

_a_«•

dent very closely; he did not impress me as favorably as 1 had expected, though he is certainly
a very different
looking man from Mr. Lincoln.
He is like a gentleman—has a slight, light figure, little exceeding middle height, aud holds
himself erect and straight. He was dressed in
a rustic suit of slate-colored stuff, with a black
silk handkerchief round his neck; his manner is
plain, aud rather reserved and drastic; his head
is well formed, with a hue full forehead, square
and high, covered with innumerable tine lines
and wrinkles, features regular, though the cheek
bones are too high and the jaws too hollow to
be handsome; the lips, are thin, flexible, and
curved, the chin square, well-defined; the nose
very regular, with wide nostrils; and the eyes
deep-set, large, and full—one seems nearly blind,
and is partly covered with a film, owing to exWoncruciating attacks of neuralgia and tic.
derful to relate, he does not chew, and is neat
and clean-lookiug, with hair trimmed and Imots
brushed. The expression of lus face is anxious;
he has a very haggard, care-worn, ami
paindrawn look, though uo trace of anything but
the utmost confidence aud the greatest decision
could l>e detected in his conversation.
At Montgomery also, our writer dined with,

Company.—Adjourned.

ter, 2d Lieut. Co. G.

press

practically taugkt.

ARRIVED.

Steamer

located iu New

A Scholarship issued by this College will be good
throughout the “Chain'‘—time unlimited. CaU or
•cud For Circular.
BRYANT, sTRATTON k WORTHINGTON.

Tharadar,.Frkraary 5.

Monroe.

Colleges,

BOOK-KEEPING. COMMERCIAL LAW, COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC, PENMANSHIP,
CORRESPONDENCE *C.f

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Sch Charleston
Sch Challenge.

of Commercial

cation.

MINIATl RE ALMANAC.
Sun rises.7.08 1 High water..12 26
Sun acts.6.20 | Length of days.1ft. 11

man

“—porcu* de grege Epicuri—but a learned pig
“withal, and weatherwise, and mindful of the
“signs of the time*, catching straws and whisk“ing them upwards to detect the currents,*’and
was introduced by his friend, Mr. Wigfall, to

IS Chain

PANAMA AND CALIFORNIA—Steamers,carrying Mails for Aspinwall, Panama, and California,
leave New Y ork ou the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each
month.

manufactured for the

?
important link in Bey art. Strattoe hCo.’s

York. Philadelphia. Albany. Buffalo. Providence.
Cleaveland, Detroit. Chicago. St. Louis, Troy. BrookW and affords the best
and Toronto,
lyn
possible
facilities for acquiring a thorough Commercial edu-

Liverpool

|

“portionof the

an

Londonderry.

..

com|)ensation of jailors.for hoard of prisoners.
Finally pasted.—Resolve in flavor of County

-LOCATED IE-

Clapp’s Blook.ConKTwm St

....

The

in another column

4
7
7
7
11
llansa
.New York Bremen.Feb 14
Bohemian.Portland... Liverpool.Feb 14
Feb 18
Europa.. Boston.Liverpool
Etna.New York. Liverpool.Feb 21
Borumda... New Y'ork Hamburg
Feh 21
Anglo Saxon.Portland
Liverpool.Feb 21
Asia ..New Y'ork. Liverpool.Feb 25
Mails are forwarded by every steamer In the regu
lar lines. The steamers for or from
call a
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call a
....

MT* The general impression at Washington
and elsewhere is, that the news Troiii Charleston by the Richmond Dispatch is wholly or

a woman

Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.Feb
Norwegian.Portland... Liverpool.Feb
Edinburg.New Y'ork.. Liverpool .Feb
Saxonia.New Y'ork Hamburg.Feb
Australasian.New Y’ork Liverpool.Feb
...

tinguished lawyer, F. P. Stanton, had lieen
carelessly mistaken for the Hon. Secretary of
War, E. .If. Stanton. Go to!

largely

Hp:-

THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,

TO DEFAKT

point

speaking

ket.

gy

SAILS

Bavaria.Southampton

only

to

FOR

21
22
24
28
Etna .Liverpool.... .New Y’ork .Jan 28
Anglo Saxon.Liverpool.Portland_Jan 28
Asia.Liverpool.New York .Jan 31
Canada.Liverpool.Boston..Feb 7
New York
Feb 11
China.Liveipool_New York .Feb 14
U ammonia.>oathampton New Y ork.. .Feb 25

unnecessary, but it would be ridicuout the imi>ortancc of Secretary
Stanton's views on this interesting subject, in

lous,

See

"I'iMlX.

•

by

Hansa.Southampton New York.. .Jan
Jan
Bohemian.Liverpool.Portland
Europa.Liverpool.Boston.Jan
Borussia.Southampton..New York.. Jan

beg the Times to observe, that we repeat without qualification the remark styled a mistake.
It is entirely unnecessary to point out the importance which attaches to Secretary Stanton's views
of the Consequences of the Rebellion. Does the
Times deny this? Well then, we go further: it
is not

PROM

armpathy

twenty-four

2d, Mr* Mehitable Farrin, aged

STEAMER

por«„,.flv tolhoj

dying.

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS,

What!—the Bangor Times detect the Press in
error! That can’t lie. The Press is always right,
and the Times—occasionally. But in this case

<iH,nCute«

by

_

Grape#, for Speer # Wine. It i# an admirable article
quay of the fort, a
URcdin ho#pital#, and by the first families in Pari#
came through the
1 shattered gateway, and with uneven steps strode
London aud New York, in preference to old Port
The report of the Committee on Elections, in
over the rubbish toward a skiff which was waitWine. It is worth a trial, as it gives great satisfacthe Somerville case,came up, by assignment, for
ing to receive him, and into which be jumped tion.
dec22dly
and
rowed
off.
oue
of
Recognizing
consideration.
my coinpanions as he p issed our boat, he suddenly stood
Mr. Turner, in behalf of Mr. Page, offered a
SPECIAL NOTICES.
up, and with a leap and a scramble tumbled in
Mirmrifv rprwirt
Tim nintorttt' rmw.pt
amongst us, to the imminent danger of upsetcepted—yeas 102, nays 4. Subsequently Mr. ting the party. Our new friend was dressed in
Dr J We*lky Kellry will be in attendance at
the blue frock coat of the civilian, round which
his Medical Office. 214 Congress stieef,
Crushy announced the presence of ^r. Golder, i he had tied a red silk sash—his
Tuesday aud
waist-liett supand he was qualified and took his seat.
Wednesday, the 10th aud 11th of February. The
posing a straight sword, something like those sick
are
iuvited
to
call.
Advice
free.
fcbtidlw
On motion of Mr. Turner, the Committee on
worn with court dress.
Iiis muscular neck was
Pay Roll was directed to make up the pay of surrouniel with a loosely fastened silk handkerchief, and wild masse* of black hair, tinged with
A Cocoa, Cold, or ah Irritatitd Throat, if
Mr. Bruce to, and including, this day.
gray, fell from uuiiar » civilian's h it over hi*
Allowed to progress, results in serious Puluiouary
Mr. Holbrook, from the Committee on Diviscollar; his unstrapped trousers were gathered
aud Bronchial affections, oftentimes incurable.
ion of Towns, on the petition of George Hopup high on his legs, displaying ample boots, garBROWN'S BRONCHIAL TKOCRK8
nished with formidable brass spurs. But his
kins, reported a bill to set him off from Frankface was not one to l»e forgotten—a straight,
reach directly the affected parts aud give almost inlin Plantation, and annex him to Sumner. Bead
broad brow, from which the hair rose up like
stant relief. Iu Bronchitis, Asthma, and Cathe vegetation on a river bank—beetling block
twice and assigned.
tarrh they are beneficial.
Tlie good effects resultmouth
and
coarse
eyebrows—a
grim, yet full of
Mr. Kingsbury, from the Judiciary Commiting from the use of the Troches, and their extended
a square jaw; a thick
power;
argumentative
use, has caused them to be counterfeited.
Be sure to
tee, reported a bill to amend Chapter 80,Section
uose; a new growth of scrubby beard and mousguard agaiust worthless imitations. Obtain only
8, Revised Statutes, in relation to Sheriffs. Read
tache—these were relieved by eye* of wonderful
the genuine Bro ten’s Bronchial Troches which have
twice and assigned.
depth and light, suck as 1 never law before but
proved their efficacy by a test of many year*. Pubiu the head of a wild beast. If you look some
Mr. Hayden, from the Committee- on Raillic Speaker* and Singer* should use the
day when the sun is not too bright into the eye
Troches.
ways, &c., reported a hill authorising the City
of the Bengal tiger, iu tue Regent s Bark, a* the
Military Officers aud Soldiers who over-tax the voice
of Bath to lend further aid to the
Androscoggin keeper incoming round, you will form some and are exposed to sudden cliai gcs, should have
notion of the expression I mean. It was flashRailroad Company. Read twice and assigned.
hem. Sold every where at 26 cents per box.
ing, fierce, yet calm—with a well of fire burning
Mr. Holbrook, from the Committee on Divisjau21 dAw3m
behind and spouting through it, an eye pitiless
ion of Towns, reported leave to withdraw on the
in anger, which now and then sought to conA Traveller —Mr*. 8. A. Allen s World's Hair
ceal its expression beneath lialf-cbMcd lids, and
petition of Jeremiah E. Hulway. Accepted.
Restorer. As we were travelling in Massachusetts a
then burst out with an angry glare, as if disshort time since, we met a lady whose ap(>oaraiice
Mr. Hopkinsou, from the Judiciary Commitindicated that she had attained the age of sixty. So
daining concealment.
we inferred, and hut for her beautiful hair we should
This was none other than Louis T. Wigfall,
tee, reported legislation inexpedient on the order
have added several
colonel
of
in
his own creation)
the conyears. Alter some conversation,
(then
relating to the taxation of the personal property
she -poke of her hair, informing us that two years
federate army, and senator from Texas iu the
of married women. Adopted.
ago at least one half of it was gray, and that she had
United States—a good type of the men whom
tea red that before then the whole would have turned
the institutions of the country produce or throw
Various petitions were presented and referred.
or fallen off.
Hut our friend read the (taper*, aud acoff—a
remarkable man, noted for his ready, natquainted herself with the various remedies tor de.
Mr. Deshon, of Hartford, introduced a resolucavP'g hair, and at length determined to obtain Mr*.
ural eloquence, his exceeding ability os a quick,
Allen's Restorer. She did so, and
tion relating to a reduction of th
uties on forbitter debater; the acerbity of his taunts, and
applied it according to directions, and before a year had passed, she
eign paper, which, on motion of Mr. Hayden, of his readiness for jiersonnl encounter.
assured us that she had as luxurious, even, and beauThe other day, when the fire against Sumter was
tiful head of hair as when she was hut sixteen
Bath, was tabled.
years
at its height, ami the fort, in Harnett, was reold. Her statement was confirmed by other memThe House, by assignment, proceeded to the
ber* of the family, while we were informed that in
duced almost to silence, a small boat put off
the same neighborhood there were other instances
consideration of the reports on retrenchment in
from the shore and steered through the shut and
where the same happy and signal efl»*ct had been prothe Land Office.
splashing waters right for the walls. It bore the
duced bv
applying Mrs. S. A. Aden's World's Hair
colouel and a negro oarsman. Holding up a
Restorer.—(Providence Daily Tntuue.
Mr. Kingsbury made some remarks in reply
white handkerchief on the end of his sword,
feb3 dAwltft
to Mr. Blake. After which the report was amendW igfall landed on the quay, clambered through
ed by substituting the minority for the majority
an embrasure, and presented himself before the
Fragrant Soxodont.—The roost convenient and
astonished federal* with a proposal to surrenefficacious Dentifrice the world ha* ever produced,
report, by a vote of yeas 111, nays 10. The rej
der, quite unauthorized and “on his own hook,’*
For hardening and invigorating the gnm. purifying
port as amended was then accepted. The accomwhich led to the final capitulation of Major j
! the breath, cleansing, beautifying aud preserving tha
pan) ing bill, defining the salary and compenAnderson.
from youth to old age, the “Soxodout" is now
I am sorry to say, our distinguished friend I teeth,
sation of the Land Agent, was read three times
had just been paying his respect* tanf homes to ; used and recommended by many of the most eminent
under a suspension of the rules, amended, and
Bacchus or Bourbon, lor he was decidedly un- I divines, dentists, physicians, chemists aud scientific
passed to be engrossed. This bill fixes $1500 for
gentleman of the day.
steady in his .ait aud thick iu speech; but his
the total salary and clerk hire of thel.anrl Aront
head was quite clear, and he was determined I
Sol by all Druggists everywhere, at 50 cents per
should know all about his exploit.
Patted to be engrossed.—Act authorizing the
bottle. Trial bottle* aud testimonials obtained grat
tisof H. II. HAY. Portland.
At Montgomery Mr. Russell saw “George N.
expenditure of money for war purposes; act proHALL A RUCKEL, Sole Agents, New York.
viding in part for the expenditures of govern- ‘•Sanders, once United States consul at Liverdec27 eod2m*
ment.
pool, now a doubtful man here, seeking some
“office
from
in
the
concurrence.—Act
to
and
fix the
accused by a
Diseases of the I rinnry Organ*.
Engrossed
government,

Augi'sta, Feb. 5.
artls and thieves, but the record of the police
Second regiment.—George Varney, Colonel;
court forbids the
a
man
howIf
| Daniel F. Sargent, Lieut. Col.; John C.
supposition.
Quimby
flatters himself with the singular Iialluei- !
Captain Co. K.
nation, that his individual acts of folly or worse
Third regiment.—George YV Harvey, Bath,
are of
couscq uence enough to disgrace the
Captain; Abner YV. Turner, Bath, 1st Lieutencity which suffers his presence, is any argu- ant; Geo. C. Hudson, 2d Lieut., Co. A. Edw.
ment necessary to the exposure of the monC. Pierce, Captain; YVarren Cox, 1st Lieut; YV.
strous assumption?
A bare statement of such
H. Briggs, 2d Lieut., Co. B.
Samuel L. Gilpretensions is their ample refutation.
man, 2d Lieut., Co. F.
Fourth regiment.— Eben Whitcomb, Major;
Charles F. Sawyer, Adjutant. Geo. T. Crabtree
23f“Work was suspended at the Portsmouth
Navy Yard, soon after K o’clock, Wednesday Captain; Chas. II. Couant, 1st Lieut.; Josph R.
morning, on account of the severe cold—14 Conant, 2d Lieut., Co. C—all of Rockland. G.
degrees below zero. The house on the Navy M. Bragg, 2d Lieut., Co. F. Robert II. Gray,
lard, occupied by the porter, Mr. Edward N.
Captain; Orpheus Roberts, 2d Lieut.,Co. I.
Fifth regiment.—FruncisG. YVarren, BiddeAnderson, was burned with most ol the lurniford. Surgeon; Wm. S. Noyes, Biddeford, Asst.
ture, between 5 and ti o’clock the same morning. I he family escaped in tiieir night cloth- Surgeon.
Ninth regiment.—Joseph Noble, 1st Lieut.
ing—thermometer marking 12 below. Cause,
Co. A. Bradley Smith, 2d Lieut., Co. G.
defective chimney.
Fifteenth regiment.—G. YV. Capen, Calais,
2d Lieut., Co. k.
y The Bangor Whig reports a serious
Sixteenth regiment.— C. W. Tilden, Castine,
accident in Alton last Monday. The flues ol'a
Colonel;
Augustus B. Farnham, Bangor, Lieut.
steam boiler used in tbe tannery of Messrs.
Colonel; Archibald D. Leavitt, Turner, Major;
Miliiken A Shaw collapsed, instantly killing
Wm. W. Eaton, Brunswick, Asst. Surgeon. YV.
the second
engineer, Mr. Frank Howe, and inE. Brooks, YVaterville, Captain; YVm. A. Stevjuring the first engineer, Mr. Nalhau Osgood,
ens, 1st Lieut., Co. E.
so severely that there are no
hopes of his reNineteenth regiment.—Loring Farr,Manches
covery.

Let

any rate acknowledge his entire
impartiality, the excellent service he has done
the future historian, and his admirable equanimity since leaving thiscontinent under circumstances, to say the leist, vexatious. In the preface to this “Diary,'* he says, “It has been my

House receded and concurred.
On motion of Mr. Hathaway, of Skowhegan,
it was ordered that the Committee on Library
be directed to inquire and report whether any,

pamphlets and

a

(and

gry.

Soldier-.
Armv r'nmmittev of the Portland
Young
Hen’* Chriatian A Modal ion would most earnestly appeal to nil Christians, and to all other beuevoof
f°r ai<* i*» carrying ont the
1 hristian omini^ion. in
ministering to the physical
and spiritual »a„t,0l
w,dle„.
ita
moana of ( hriatian
atorea
mmi, who go among
the voldk-r. w.thout pay. ,nrt
gtvu
who need, accomimn v n g .ueh u iatribuliona br worda
of cheer aud rtligiou. couaael. Over
fevnntr auch
men ware on the battle-llrld in it„r,l,snd d.ilna all
that Christian
eould <tevl„.
wounda
ed and
brave
heart wa. made to reMany
joice, and many a wounded soldier owes his life to
the timely assistance rendered
thwe men. Immediately on receipt of the news or the battle it Murmen
were
freethorn,
despatched from the
various Young Men't Chriatian Aaaociationa. with a
large amount of stores for the relief of the wounded,
with no other reward than the approbation of their
own conscience, the conviction that they are in ths
path of duty, and carrying out the great object of
their mission, according to the examples set hy our
Divine Master, who made the body of man the object of his miracles, and his soul the object of his doctrine.
Money is needed to purchase jellies, cordials, stimulants. and many other articles that are not usually
contributed
Donations of
money, bibles. tracts, magaxines. religioas tiewspapers, clothing, or stores of any kind,
are earnestly solicited, all or which can he sent to the
office of Dr. Waltur R. Johuhov, 2294
f'ongrm*
street, two doors west of New Citv Hall and Court
House, and the contributors may be assured they will
be applied to the relief of the rtek and needy soldiers.
Henry H. Burgess, Andrew .1. Chase, Jacob Chase
Jr., David B. Ricker, Walter R Johnson. Arm« <ommatter of Young Men'a Chriatian Aaaociation.
feb4 2m

of the value of practical lessons of this sort.
One particIn Westbrook. Feb .Mb.
by Rev. W. P. Merrill.
ularly struck me. If a gentleman with whom
of l*o*tou, and Miss Sarah P. MerJ,?.me^V3w,w,uof Westbrook.
are
in
rill.
altercation moves his hands
you
engaged
In Lewiston, Feb. 2d. Jas. Mullens and
towards his breeches pocket, or liehiud his back,
Miss Mary
both ol L.
Dorsey,
you must smash him or shoot him at once, for
In Newport Me.. Jan 24th. John A.
Thomas, of
he is either going to draw his six shooter, to null
Carmel, and Mi*s Abbie A. Robinson, of N
out a bowie knife, or to shoot
Iu Sebec Jan 22d. Judsou E.
you through the
Parker, of East Corlining of his pocket. The la ter practice is con- inth, and Miss Melvina C. Ford, of S.
sidered rather ungentlemirtily, but it has been
somewhat more honored lately in the observance than in the breach.
In fact, the savage
practice of walking about with pistols, knives
Id this city, Feb. 4th, Gertrude, youngest daughter
and poniards, in bar-rooms and gambling saof Arthur and Harriet C. Noble, aged 2 years and 6
loons, with passions ungoverned, because there
months.
is no law to punish the deeds to which they lead,
£§T*Funeral services on Friday afternoon, at 3
affords facilities for crime which an uncivilized
at No. 27 Waterviile street.
oV,«>ckf
In this city, Feb. 4th. Marcia E.. daughter of Wm.
condition of society leaves too often without pun- |
and Abba M. Plummer, aged 8 years 4 months.
ishment, but which must be put down, or the I P-{JP*
Funeral servicoc 011
at 1 o'clock I’ M.,
Sunday,
country in which it is tolerated will become as
at No. 7 Hancock street.
Friends and relatives are
barbarous as a jungle inhabited by wild beasts.
invited.
Iu this city, Feb. 3d. Lory M.. son of Reuben and
The Continental Monthly, fur February.
Eliza Waite, aged 19 years 9*month.
In Washington. Feb. 1st, at the hospital. Charles
A Slight Mistake.—In a notice of the ContinenF. Sprague, of the 19th Me. Reg., aged 17 vears—son
tal Monthly, the Press says "it is
unnecessary topoint
ol Feleg Sprague, Esq., of Bath.
out the impoitance which attaches to S<-cretarv ManIn Wiscasset, Jan. 29th, Manasseh Seavey, aged
ton's views of the Consequence# of the Rebellion” :

we

man of terrible
veracity. What he
the eyes in the heavy British face
prefixed to this volume are very observant) he
records with scrupulous fidelity.
While he

in

concurrence.

uable

a

publication

engrossed.

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Ingraham, of Augusta.
Papers from the Senate were disposed of

April.

for the Kirk and Wounded

r|KHK

_DIED.

proceeding by Baltimore to Norfolk, and thence
southward to Charleston, where he arrived on

reported

Co., was amended and passed
Adjourned.

as

Help

MARRIED.

Many illustrations, too, were given

Times,

Manufacthe

once.

That

Portia. £

..IS

New Publications.

Mr. W'oods, from the Judiciary Committee,
in a new draft, a resolve to present
certain documents to the Maine State Seminary.
Read once.

noLfUfun*,4”"9'

BOARD”

My Dia'iy No.ith and South. By William How?
artl Russell. New York: Harper & Brothers.
For sale in this city by A. Robinson, 51 Exchange street.
The Special Correspondent of the London

reported,

on

Ad-

__

of Mr. Spring, recommitted.
Mr. Milliken of Kennebec, from the Railroad
Committee, reported a bill to extend the time
for the completion of the York & Cumberland
Railroad. Read and assigned.

Mr. Cram, from the Committee

Russell, lloulton,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

At a Court of Probate held at Portland,
within and
for the County of Cumberland, on the first
Tuesday of February, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-three,
0 AMPKL F. PEKLEY, Administrator of the
estate
of Moody Foster, late of
Bridgton in said Coun«y, deceased, having presented his
for 11petition
cense to sen and
ail the right, title and interwt of said estate convey
in and to oertatn real estate taken
®c“*ion bY »•><! administrator, as set forth in
an<1 hHd b7 h,m 1,1 ,rU8t for the benc“* of all persons
concerned therein
lbe Haid Potltloner give
interested, bv causing notice to
be published three weeks
in
the Maine
successively
SUte Press, printed at Portland, that thev
may appear at m Probate v>«rt to be held at sakl*
on
tlie first Tuesday of March next, at ten of
the clock Id the forenooa and show cause it
any they
have, why the same should not be granted.
WILLIAM G. KAKKOW8, Judge.
A true copy, attest,
M w3w*
EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.

SOUTHERN GENTLEMAN.

Augusta, Feb. 5, 1863.
355 towns and 19 plantations have returned
volunteer aid accounts amounting to $234,16862.

Lake

Steamboat Co.

tures, reported leave to withdraw on
tion of the York Manufacturing Co.

P.

NEW

LAT,°*’
By C. Morbx, M D.,
When my work was over I walked out and
au!8 62 cod
Corner Smith and Congress Sts.
sat in the shade with a
whose
talk
gentleman
turned ujHjn the practices of the Mississippi
DaMTiBTrtr —Dr.JosiAH
1IEALD, No.241 Con
duello. Without the smallest aniin s, and in
gress Street, Hrst door east of 1st Parish Church
the most natural way in the world, he told us
Portland, Me.
tale after tale of blood, and recounted terrible
augTdly
tragedies enacted outside of bars in hotels and
in the public streets close beside us. The very
BROKERS'
air seemed to heeoine purple as he spoke, the
Sale of Stocba.—Boston, Keb
6. lfpQ
land around veritable ‘Aceldama.’ There may,
500 American Gold.
uiudeed bo security for property, but there is
9<>0.do.
}£.,
none for the life of its owner in
difficulties, who i
22.000 .do.
may be shot by a stray bullet from a pistol as
33.000 United States Conpou Sixes (1881 i.
he walks up the street.
VH|
38.000 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes (Aug) 1021
I learned many valuable facts. I was warned,
j
for example, against the impolicy of
to
trusting
j 29.000 .do.102
small boreJ pistols or to pocket six-shooters in ! 1,000 L'uited
States Demand Notes.1541
case ot a close tight, because
suppose you hit 1 7.<i00 U. S. Certificates of Indebtedness^Jan).... 94j
17.000
man
he
.do...
your
mortally,
941
may still run in upon
1,000 United States Five-Twenties. 96
you and rip you up with a bowie knife before he
12 Boston and Maine Railroad.134
tails dead; whereas, if you drive a good heavy
29
.do.134}
bullet into him, or make a hole in him with a
“Derringer” ball he gets faintish and drops at

First Battery.—Albert W. Bradbury, Eastport, Captain; Eben D. Haley, Pittston, George
F,. Morton, Eastport, 1st Lieuts.; John Vi. Sanborn, Hallowed, 2d Lieut.
Fourth Battery.—Charles W. White, Matthew
B. Cobb, Skowliegan, 1st Lieuts. ; Melville C.
Kimball, Bethel, Henry C, Haynes, Brooklyn,
N. Y., 2d Lieuts.

in favor of Betsey Marston; resolve in favor of Win. T. John
son; act authorizing the expenditure of money

contract approved.
Report of the Judiciary Committee, that the
Paying the Penalty.
bill relating to marriage, &c., ought not to pass,
To the Editor* of the Pre**:
came from
the Senate,
recommitted.
The
There is no other country in the world where I

as

the soldiers who have

a

with tile traitorous hordes who are seeking
to bend him to their purposes, and to harness

me

time, charged by the Argus and Advertiser
with attacking McClellan, but they were
charged with attacking President Lincoln
himself, in that they complained of the inactivity of a General kept at the head of the army
by him. Who has so soon lorgotteu the ferocity with which the Press was assailed, uot for
its unkiudness to McClellau, but for its
disloyalty to the administratiou!

him,”

bless

As

say from tlie heart,“God
and bless him especially by saving

Gen. McClellan

to

abuse every rtan who has uot readily sworn
by their idol, and not ouly believed in biin.but

Jkrgus of this city,—birds of the same feather
dogs Of the same kennel,—are the organs
of such politicians, and the,above extract from
tbe Advertiser is a sample of their unmanly
slang. We have no occasion to notice the paragraph itaelf I art her than say, that, as far as it
represents the Press to have indulged in

supposed opposition to Lincoln ami
Proclamation, rather than his opposition

his

on

and papers that, for the past six months, have
made it their special business to laud aud fulsomely praise Geo. B. McClellan, and to

and

would scatter them and dissi-

One such word

of politicians

done so at the expense of every other General
in the field, and of every loyal man connected
with the Government. The Advertiser and

denunciation

of

against the accursed system of slavery, ami
these men would drop him at once, and curse
him as they now do Hunter, and Halleck,
Stanton ami Shepley, Duller and Dusteed.

kecu-sight-

to

word

burning

one

[SPECIAL

cooler heads, who waited till the sponge was full |
SWEET ORANGES.—Another lot of nice Orat tlie end of the session, and then squeezed it
anges just received and selling at very low prices, a
to the last drop.
B. W. JONES.
We conclude the exhibition with a sketch ;
feb4 dlw»
115 Fore Street.
drawn from life at Jackson, Mississippi, of the
EE*Coaaumption and Catarrh,and all diseases of
chivalric
the throat and
Lungs, successfully treated by I nh a

M. Lane, Fairfield,

Twenty-third regiment.—R. A. Barrows, Canton 2d Lieut. Co. C.
Twenty-sixth regiment.— James E. Conners,
Sullivan, 1st Lieut.; Nathan Shaw, Gouldsboro,
2d Lieut., Co. E.

LEGISLATURE Or MAINE.

manufacture base party capi-

warm, cordial, generous word in favor of sustaining the President’s Proclamation, let him

city,

loyal

to

forge jjgrty

Twenty-first regiment.—C.

ma-

tal. If Gen. McClellan can be saved from
xuch friends he may do well. Let him utter a

Gen. McClellan and hi* Abuser*.

For

to

government,

the

at

———————

2d Lieut. Co. D.

--«♦ »».-

effect. 1 he movpropose and carry them into
ers in such serio-comedies are those who wish
to stab the administration, to deal indirect

■

Friday Merging, February 6,

BY TELEGRAPH.

BROKER.
OFFICE

...

Ob Line Street.

t IT~Entrance drat lh>or north of the Post Office.

janJDSm
NOTICE,
Authorities of the town of Westat their office in Westbrnok. on Monday, the »tb day o! February next, at
of the Piree10 o'clock A. M.. to act on the
tors of the Portland A Forest Avenue Railroad tomfor the right of way iron* Peering Bridge to

Municipal
THE
brook will W in «e»«i«»ii

petition

tnny
ivergreen

Cemetery.
GEORGE JOHNSON, I Select men of
JOSEPH HAWES.
J Westbrook
Portland. Jan. ‘24. 1968.
jan27#

Luxuriant Whiskers and moustache,
be ffrtnrn in six tree**. by using DlLLIlf Cham s Stimulating Unguimt.
Price 60 seats
Lt)KING’S Prug Store,
per box, st
Comer Exchange and Federal Streets.

CAy

ABOUT TOWN.

MATTERS

Supreme Judicial Court.
JANUARY TERM—CUTTING

Thursday.—In the caseof

J., PRESIDING.

Hovey

v.

BY TELEGRAPH.

a

for-

Superintendent of the Insaue Asylum, at
Augusta, were examined as ex: erts, and a
hypothetical case was put to them for their
opinion as to whether it constituted dementia.
The evidence on the part of the plaintiff, excepting rebutting, closed in the afternoon.
Counsel for the defeuse then put in copies of
deeds from various persons from Stephen Neal
mer

office at the time.

In consequence
that she could

of Mrs. Steele being abseut,
sign tbe deed to Crocker, the deed from
so

not

Neal to Steele was cancelled, and one was
made from Neal to Crocker. He bad some
considerable negotiation with Stephen Neal

before the bargain was concluded.
The Court adjourned to nine o’clock Friday

morning.
Dkeiung Hai.I..—By advertisement in
another column it will be seen that Mrs. English’s Ravel Troupe, with oilier attractions,
is to

give but one

of their wonderful en-

mote

evenings
since, snd though we have had fair opportunities to witness similar performances, we unhesitatingly give the palm to the “Ravels" for
many things which go to fill up the evening.—
It has been regarded as a difficult feat for a
man to balance a half dozen dinner plates all
spinning at the same time, but when a man
performs this feat and is all the time balancing
himaelf on a very small slack wire, the feat
becomes a wonder. The performance on the
tightrope,—the turning of summersets on an
We

tertainments.

them

saw

a

tew

elevated inch-and-a-haif rope,—was another
mar\ ellous feat.
We advise t he lovers of such

divertiseinents to go and

performance

The

admirable.
oi

for themselves.—

of Mr.-on the violin is

His imitations of the inhabitants

oarnyaru,

uie

see

a

vie

m

null,

is

ueciaeuiy

rich.

5»-Tbe lecture of Kev. Henry Ward
Beecher, last evening, attracted the largest
audience of the season. Notwithstanding the
cold weather and the prospect of a
storm, every part of the vast hall was

extreme
•now

packed as closely as people could be comfortably
stowed. The lecture, ”What shall be done
with New England,” was one of Mr. Beecher's
best efforts, and attracted the attention of the
audience for one hour and a quarter, broken

only by repeated bursts of applause. It
subject which commended itself to the

was a

heart

of every person present.
We noticed people present who had come
sixty miles to hear this lecture, and who expressed themselves as well compensated for
their visit.

Cab Shackle.—Stillman Thorp, Esq., has
obtained a patent for an improved car shackle,

by which a train of cars can be shackled together without the necessity of a person going
between them to place the bolt. He exhibited
his invention to us yesterday, and we think it
as perfect as any thing can be in that line.
All
that is necessary is to arrange the*pins and let
the cars come together and they will shackle
themselves.

He has exhibited the invention

to many railroad men, who pronounce it just
the article wanted. The difference of expense

between this and the

slight.

_

g»-Three or four
occurred yesterday.
er

was

of runaway horses
In one ol them the driv-

cases

thrown from his

contusions in the

some
soon

shackle is very

common

stopped,

sleigh, and received
face, but the horse was

and the driver resumed his way.

U. 8. District Court.—In this Court yesterday, Judge Ware presiding, the docket
was called but no business was transacted.
Court adjourned to Tuesday, Feb. 10, at 11
o'clock, A. M.

STThe. Grand Firemen's, Military and
Civic Ball, of the Dirigo Association, will take
place this evening at Mechanic's Hall. Arrangements haye been made for a good timi

During the
morning,

attack upon Fort McAllister
the flag staff of the iron clad
was shot away.
She was anchored within
1000 yards of the tort. She retired evidently
Injured, as she did not reply to the shots from
the forts while retiring. The parapet in front
of one of the guns of the fort was entirely demolished. The men remained firm. About 3
o’cjock this afternoon an iron clad and a guoboat approached within two miles of Thunderbolt battery, dipped her flag, fired two shots and
retired.
The Thunderbolt battery is three
miles south of the city. Two gunboats came
up to St. Mary’s on Monday last. One of them
went up the river and set lire to the houses on
several plantations, ('apt. Harrison’s company
of cavalry fired on them, when they hauled
out of range of the small arms aud shelled
furiously. Another boat was landing men at
St. Mary’s on Tuesday.

W ashinqton, Feb. 5.
Mr. Trumbull called up the bill in relation
to jurors in Courts of the Uuiled States, which
w as

passed.

for six years from the 4lh of March uext.
Mr. 1 ‘otneroy introduced a bill to aid the
construction of railroads and telegraphs in

Mr. Sumner offered a resolution, requesting
the President to communicate to the Senate
any information he may have received from
the legation in Cliiua in regard to the death of
Gen. Ward, a citizen of IhusUuiled States, in
the military service of the.Chinese govern-

particulars.
There Is nothing further from the rebels at
Island No. 10. It Is supposed that they were
completely driven off.
lalsf from Mexioo—Complaints against the
United States.
New Yoke, Feb. 5.
The Herald has dates from the city of Mexico of the 4th of January, a week later than
any previous news direct from lie Mexican
capital. The Mexicaus complain of their
sympathizing American neighbors for sending
supplies, mules, Ac., to the French, and under
the circumstances have begun to capture them
mm

(Viat.

nit

fhov

The French

nan

gradually advancing to attack Puebla, but the Mexicans are ready for
the iuvaders. Gen. CarvajaJ is
continually on
the watch to guard against surprise. It is
said that the enthusiasm of the Mexican soldiery to meet their euemy amounts to a kind
of frenzy.
are

The Charleston Affair believed to be Exaggerated.

WASHINGTON. Feb. 4.

Hon. P. H. Watson has been confirmed
Assistant Secretary of War.

!

Reported

Four Iron Clads Ordered Bouth at Once.

New Vouk, Feb. 5.
The Navy Department has ordered the following iron clad vessels to he prepared for sea
and sent South at once. It is believed that
they can all he ready iu four days. The ships
the Keokuk, the
and the .Sangamon.

are

Catskill,

S3f" A debating club
place recently discovered

in
in

the Nantuckei

Ilttlt

Mvstic,
Connecticut,
a

sc

■mall as to have beeu overlooked heretolorn
has decided after mature
deliberation, “tlial
the daily press of the United States is more in
lurlous than beneficial to the public morals.’

for the

**'&

meeting

luutcllliuu

Day

UU-

and

TWO

as

LAST

Tlmndiy

Friday.

Second

One trial of the Sozodont will convince the most
skeptical that it is a preparation of intrinsic merit.
A convenient, safe, efficacious Dentifrice—one that
should be in the possession of every one w ho cares
for the preservation of his teeth.
Now used and recommended

H.

AGENT

Treasurer.—J. F. Day of Portland.
Tice Presidents.—llou. Daniel
Elliot of
Urunswick, John T. Walton of Portland, Rev.
J. A. Ross ofN. Gloucester, Copt. Sawyer ol
Gorham.

GORHAM, Mo.,
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JANUARY

Amount ol losses the
I

v<

"uivu

been

Interesting

mai

past year.

ud

cluding outstanding
losses not yet due, (#315)
Asset# :
Deposit notes, over
#106.000 00
Real Estate,
1.500 00

;

—

a

-#3,796 65
The expenses of the Company the past
year, including
the compensation of
President. Secretary and Treasurer and
bills of Directors and agents lor services,
643 43
And
Printing. Postage, Stationery, Taxes,
and other incidental expense*,
228 00

1

Law-

amount

to

only

#771 48

By

True Ghost

!

years.

;3F“It

there is one army inspector
who won’t wink at the rascality of contractseems

days

A lew

since

a

shoe manufacturer in

Essex county had a lot of shoes returned on
Ills hands with a large hole cut through the
bottom of each one, so as to effectually preclude the

possibility

of their

subsequent

ac-

ceptance by any less conscientious in spectors

McDougalPs vaporing resolutions, equivalent if passed to a declaration ol
Senator

upon France, were laid on the table in the
Senate last Wednesday. Only the Demneratt

war

mxtnine<l them.

Why?

What pur|iose of the
Democratic leaders will Ire furthered by involvthe country in a war with France ?
need to ask.

There

no

7J?“A correspondent writing from Phillips
in Franklin County, tells us that the snow is
now about two feet and a half deep in the
woods. Diphtheria still prevails in that vicinity

the foregoing it will readily be perceived that
money is wasted iu managing the busine** of the
Company or in supporting iUoflioers It is a strictly
mutual Company
Kvery expense not really necessary is avoided, and the utmost degree of prudence
and economy exorcised throughout its business affairs.
thus giving members the benefit of all profits as
they
accrue, by reducing tin* amount of assessments, instead of attempting to declare a dividend parable iu
cash or scrip.
CHARLES HUMPHREY, President.
•Villi N \V A I ER \I AN, l’reasurer.
John A. Waterman, Sec y.
jan29 deod&wl w33

Friday

heard

roundly abusing

ministration la-cause he

the preseut ad-

unable to pass s
The stamp had already
was

blue postage stamp.
been used for payment of
man

postoftlce charges

had learned his lesson well.

Philadelphia Evening Journal, was arrested for priuting an arSociety.
tide entitled “Davis' Message,” a sustained
Albany, Feb. 5.
The State Medical Society held their annual
pauegyric of the President of the Conspiracy
meeting to-day. A communication front the
set oil’ by vicious assaults upon the AdminisState Medical Society of
relaMsssacliusetts,
tive to the abuse of the
ambulance service, ] ration at Washington. It is now contended
arc., was received.
A committee wasappolntthat Mr. Boileau did not write the article, but
53T”Mr. Bolleau,

served

as a

of the

catspaw for

some

malicious mon-

key in tile background. He was released or
giving his parole not to print anything more
of the kind.

15.00

AXI)

IN NEW

page
spruce, hemloc and pine, besides
much hard wood, and a go d growth ol
young,tlirif! tv juniper—a pond or lake, near the centre, o about
i 1000 acies, with a good water power at its outlet.—
This
I of pond flows, by the present dam. about 1000 acres
meadow, which can be put into grass, to great advantage, bv withdrawing the flowage
The Milfis but a short distance from tide water,
where the Lumber is loaded.
This
property by mortgage fell iuto the hands of
the
t)resent owners, who reside at a distance, and the
|
land will be sold at an immense bargain to anv one
who has the faculty and inclination to manage It.
For further information apply to Col. J. L. Lawrente, or to
LEVI BARTLETT k CO.,
docl6 dlawSw
No. 2 Long Wharf. Bouton.
!

Dissolution of Co-partnership.
the
have this day by mutual
WE.couseutundersigned,
dissolved partnership.
STEVENS, BIBBER ft CO.
Portland, February 4. 18- 3.
feb6d3w

HI. <

A
stated
meeting of the M C. M. Association. will be held at the Libiarv Room on
Thursday Evkmno. Feb. 6th, at 7 o’clock.
1
M. CARS LEY, Sect’y.
feb5—2t
At a Court ok Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, ou the third
Tuesday of January, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-three.
E. LEAVIN'. Widow of George w.
Leavitt, late of Portland in said County, deceased, having presented her petition for an allowance out of the personal estate of which he died

HELEN

possessed
It teas Ordered, that the said Petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by causing notice to be

three weeks successively in the Maine State
Press, printed at Portland, that tliev me appear at a
Probate Court to he held at said Portland, on the
third l ucsday of February next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be granted
WILLIAM Ci BARROWS. Judge.
A true copy, Attest.

published

w8w82*

Mercantile

EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

Tilt

a

Associ’on

Library

SEW

1

course

guished

of the present*
following distin-

MASON JONES, Esq.—January 2Sth.
HENRY WARD BEECH
ER-Tbur*day, Feb. 5th.

of Proa*
baaemeut
good .laud for

comer

A

family

Grocer

ALSO—
on spring

—

Land,

one

and

oac

“ch*”«"1

on
*

*>'

»
miuitu,.

A LOT OF LAND M feet on
Free .treet.
containing about 4imn nquare feet, with a block
three*,orltd brick //«*«.. ,hereon,
numbered i& and 77. coutainiug 21 room, and
attic—
connected with Laura /fia/l-a de.irahle
location for
a Ibrnrilina l/vutf, or for
Iwoprivate dwelling.
lime amt pavniei t* to »ni, the
pnrehanw..
pxolcuiar. apply to DR TlltiM AS H.
noer (“,rih*‘r
BRijUN
w
t ilARLKs MCssKY.
feb2 il4w

TO HE.STi
modern bnilt linesB. No.30 Daafbrtk
•treet. .uitable lor a geuteei latnilv—cobtaiuiiiK tinppii riM.nu*.
Euqulre of J. K. KING, in rear of 30 Danfortk

MA

8trort_

Du. J. (».

HOLLAND—Wednesday,

Feb 11th.

dec»tf

Cooper', Whop

Ltl.

to

street, bead of llohaen
ON Commercial
Inquire or J. 11. IIAMLEN,
*«P«*f

j

Office

Third
epilE
A rtreel..

on

Hobeon'.

•

Wharf

Wharf.

TO LET.
Floor, corner of Middle and Tempi
Enquire at «6 State Street.
j.n»
To Lot.

Chamber In
THE cnmmodlon.
of the
brick block.
ner

new

directly lacing

office

at

8ept. IS. US.

the northerly cororner of Lime end
the market. Kent ow

or

OCEAN INSl'RANCE CO.,
dtf
No 27 Exchange 8t.
To Lot.

^MffiA
ffliiW

The large Itomm on the corner of Mid*
die and Willow Street*,
recently oecu*
find by Mr.. C. A. Kicliard.ua' board*
itVtAjBM mg home. PncarMiou given immedF
^K9i9^batel)'. F*or particular, enquire of
oca*, tf
JOHN C. PROCTOR

ItllBl

JollN B.

GOUGH, E*ij., TicmUj, Feb. 17.
WENDELL PHILLIPS. Wednesday, Feb. 28th.

Ticket* for the remaining Lecture* of the Course.
?1 4’». Evening Ticket*. 80 cent*
To br had at the
Bookstore*, Paine * Music store, and at the door.
Portland. Jan. 2*. 19dS.
Jau28 dtf
#

MW VALL GOODS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.
AT-

No. 95.Middle Street

FUKBA\kV

Standard.

ROLLINS & BOND

SCALES.

New and Deairable Style* ot

UAVK BUS UKtKIYINO

Cloth«,
These celebrated Scale* are still made by the original iuventor*. (a> r> os iy by tukm.) and are constancy receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.

They

are

of the best
durable in

ACADEJIV,
!

Olotliinjg,

PUBNISHING GOODS,

correct in principle, thoroughly made,
m-Uerints, and are perfectly accurate and
operation.

Which they offer at

Prices to suit the Times !
IVralliD betorv purchasing elsewhere, and
yourself !

set

for

MIDDLE SfREEl.

95
oc29 dtf

SCALES!

NEW YORK AND VIRGINIA

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.

OYSTERS,

DYE!

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,

Middle,corner of Exchange Street*

•eptlfltf
All Stylrn find Qualities
Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers, for men. women.
boys, misses, an«i children, constantly ou hand
and for sa!e at the lowest price- at my .Vcxr Star*.
353 Coagress street. (T. X. Files* old stand.)
Mv
old patrous and purchase!* generally are invited to
call aud see what bargains 1 can give.

REPAIRING

MANUFACTURING,

Done to order neatly, promptly, and at low prices.
SAMUEL BELL.
fob 3—dim
368 Congress. near Green street.

NOTICE.

-ALSO—

ENGLISH ALE

FULL supply of all kinds of Stamps for »*1* at

Rear

U. 8. Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Portland

> Fa CM

(January

1. 1843.)

When sold in sums less than
required iu Postal t urrency.

one

dollar, payment

Office Hours—9to 12j AM; 2to4) P. M.
NATll’L J MILLEK. Collector
1st District State of Maiuo.
jan!2 dtf

PSTEKY,

«tcam and Gas

Fittings,

Ac.

subscriber would inform his friends and
he may be l'ouud at

IRIK
public, that

tho

3 7
UNION STREET,
(until his shop is rebuilt.) ready to answer any order*
for steam, gas aud water pipe s'.
Steam and lias F tting# of all descriptions.
Will also attend to fitting the above for steam or
orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
atid other machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks, 4c
Will devote his personal stieutio
to
arranging
and setting Kugines, Boiler*. Shafting. on reasouabl#
terms.
IRA W1\X, Aseal.
dec16 dtf
■

.IN. \'

»

l-l

.MISDON,

lominiviion

Vriipnil

Xrr.hant,

sritKKT. UKOKUETQWX, D C.
Attention to the sale of Pnxhtr*, /Tour, Ortwin,

WAIKR

5

rwH<l

0,

neml Mrrrhon'htt. Vessels chartered
.trei^kl*
and business gene rail) alfeudtd t*

wtl&

proeure»lt

promptness and dispatch.

RKrana to—Leonard Cotton.Esq Furtsmoaibjr.H.
1. F Williams. Hampton. 21. H.
fell dBm

Fair Columbia !
attention of Music Dealer* and•* Bookseller
FAIR CO*
to a new NatJoual Song,
Ll MBLA. bv EroK»* Bat< hklier Any one
oefal«
1
to
W.
in
urreney
Falue*r
ceut*
20
enclosing
H FacWard. Fort land. Me will have a copy sent I*
him by mail, postage paid. Liberal uiaconnt to the
trade
JanST eodeowdk *82

THF.

is called

The IliKhland Boarding School
FOR BOYS.
WHE Spring Term of thia School will coromenc*
1
oil the l»t Tuesdav in Match.
The advantage*

for instruction

are
as

excellent.

early

as

N. r

Bethel, Jau 26. 1868.

my office. No. 92 Commercial street; and the
public will be expected to use them on aud after this

date,

DRAUGHT

dec28 3tn

Internal Revenue Stamp*.
d\.

ON

G. D. MILLER, Proprietor,

should be made
A

the

Meals at all hoars, cooked to order.

OF

AND

manuer. at

R EST A tJB AJ1T.

BROWN.

THE

No. 74

Cooked In the best

ALRIO\

—

market has been flooded for vears with differ
eut articles called Hair Dye*, w hich hate never
satisfied the expectations of purchasers. The irx
flub ultra has been reached at last iu TODD'8
II AIK DYE, and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It contains
no injurious ingredients, and gives the ha»r a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for
using
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd's Lux Solis Hair Dye over
all others is, you do not have to oleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the dve. and there is but
one kind to be used, and that can W
put on the same
as ml and water, without any tronhle. unlike all other dvee that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used This dve is peculiar!?
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair. t>ecau*e you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. Unlike
ailotherdyes.lt will color long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know you w ill use no other after once using this.
CT For sale only at

high

declS eod8m

T. DOLE.

■■■

HALL.

remaining Five lA*ctun*«
will be delivered by the
orators, rl*:

THE

HAIR

Berwick. Maine.

the

•’

Enquire

CITY

perplexity.

connection with manufacturing, but
without capital, wishes to make arrangements w ith
person having means, to operate a mill—either
cotton or wooleu—aud share the protits. Can
give
best of refereuce as to character and ability.
IMeaee address H. WOODWARD, Box 117, South

on

SS3d^5«& Holt"
pir“-,ppijr
rSLsx?"*"
%
novteodtf

Phillips.
r H. Rich,
McCarthy.
Wm. K. Rhode*

—

some

finish,

"ou,a

apt

FAIRBANKS

WAITED.
HE subscriber, havjug had considerable
experience in

ia

°*

S*^’
.*“.d, 1 <u"° •Iroate—the
flioehed for a Store.

HALL,

APPARATUS,

P

A.

■ilk street.,

peculiar

accomplished

over

For Sale.

a

receive a few more
term. March 1st.
For sale, in every variety, as
The professor thanks most heartily the
community
for the large, intelligent, and refined
Hay, Coal and Railroad Scale*!
patronage bestowed upon him
lie knows that he owes in part
hi* success to the ffcct that be is. not only the sole ! BUTCHERS’. GROCERS'. DRUGGISTS', CONFECTIONERS’ and GOLD
Freuch teacher educated in l*aris (France) but eveu
the only Frenchman teaching in Cortland
The remarkable proficiency in speakiug French attained
by
lii* pupils, must be reckoned also a* one of its causes.
It is a difficult thing to teach
properly a modem lanqualifications are necessary. The
rench language, like all modem languages, goes
I through perpetual transforwatious: hence it* rules,
With a complete variety of
| cannot present that elm mess and that precision of
dead
Often
difficulties
language*.
occur
which
|
gramWEIGHING
mar cannot solve: the professor is then
guided, either by the sound or the custom; tiki* i* one of the
BY
stumbling blocks of the American or Swiss teacher.
Again, the multiplicity of tho rules of French syn&
tax. offer no little
A good teacher ought
113 Hilk Stbket
.corner of Battervmareb Street,
to know which rules he must use. which one* he
must reject; he will avoid thus
confusing the mind
Ponton.
of his pupil. Only the teacher of Freuch birth and
education can make a judicious selection.
Sold in Portland by SIMERY & WATERHOUSE,
ftCan is the kei --t tac sacceas >>i prof Henri l>uodd
COin.
The pupil kuows he has with him a safe guide
iu all diffirulties. What must be the thought* of a
TODD’S LTX SOLIS
studeut taking lessons of a teacher whose abilities he
doubts! Very likely those of a man employing two
or three hour* a week iu
throwing quarters into the
*'»•
feb 3-dlw*

will be employed. Instruction oil the Tiano and in vocal music will be
given by
3
an
and experienced teacher.
Hoard, including wood, lights and wa-hing,
may
*
3
be had at «2 8f» to 82 's».
A limited uuiuber of rooms forstmbnts
wishing to
board themselt es.
For fort her particulars
apply to the Principal
B. SEW ALL, Boo* v I rustees.
Irreburg. Fob. 3d. 1863
frb6 dtw* w2w«

story

"

—-;1 wo Loin of

LEOTUH.E8.

A CARD.

<|tialiticatiou.H.
Competent assistants

uEo. r. rosTEk.
°f t Diu“

r

ft* b3 d2w»

3m3jj|

romcon-

heap Fine Board*.
Clapboard*— planed,

8tor«
C1HAMBEK8
Middle .,met—Mitchell*.
Biding V^o7
immediately. Inquire of

>1

e!

Spring Term of thin in.titntion will
A raeoce W«diie*d*y, Feb 23. 1S63. and will
tinue eleven weeks.
The Principal. Mr. B. I*. Sjtow, A. M., haa

C

given

W. II

ackuowh'dging

FrycburK Academy.

Shipping Board..

Opraee Hank.

11

in the xecoiiH

TICKETS #1 50, to be had only of the Managers.
Positively no Ticket* -old at the door,
gy Ticket* limited to the capacity of the Hall.
Gallery Tickets 50 ceuts— for sale at R L. Robinsons under Lancaster Hall.
No ticket- transferable.
MUSIC—Chandler * full Orchestral Band.
tyDancing to commence at 8i o'clock,

iu the hall at the entrance to his Room-, a fewr of
which are as follows
Wc have been taught by actual
experience, that
the m<-rhod of instruction pursued
by Mr. K. N.
Brown, of this city, in teaching the art of Writing,
and the complicated series of Book
keepiug. has
been eminently successful, and we take pleasure in
our iudebtedi.es* to him for
publicly
whatever skill and facility in adjusting account* we
may now posses*:
l'hilip Ucurv Brown, Jas. Olcutt Brown. Stephen
II Cummings. W. W. Thomas, Jr.. Samuel Chadwick, Augustus Cummings, Jasou Berry, John H.
Russell. Fred. A.
John II. Hail, lienrge
Thompson. John B. Coyle,Jr., Fred. H. Small, Johu
M Stevens, and iyx) other'*.
jyrhe services of a Sea Captain is secured to
teach Navigation, who ha* had 40 years
experience
as a practitioner.
f«b8 d A w

TITHE

••

FOR SALE & TO LET.

&e.

Arrangements have been made with Cortis k Woodbury. Coatumere, or Boston, to tarnish anv number
of “Character Dresses," both male and remale,
and it is hoped that all who attend will secure a FanI'iie prices for dre-xc* will rang* from
cy Dress.
#1 00 upwards. Due notice will be given of the time
and place tor letting the dresses.
It is also hoped that the Ml LITAR Y AND FIREMRS will be well represented.
All those wishing for a Faucr Dress will
please
leave their names with the Managers at as
early a
date as possible.
No Masks will be worn in t* e Hall.

in ractically taught,a* follow*:—Book-Keeping,
Navigation, Ciniwu'Tcial Law. Native. hu*inf>u amt
ruing, Commercial Arithmetic, Correspondence. Card Marking. Ac. Teachiug from
printed writing copies and text books are avoided.
Each Student receive* separate instruction. Intricate Account* adjusted.
Certain eveuiug* will be
devoted to L*i>r L*rture», if exi>edicut.
tP'Mr. B. would refer to a recommendation from
his .Students of this city w ho are acting as business
men. accountant*. Ac
containing above four huudn*d signatures, a part of which wav be seen in
print

HI. A.

••

Tnc«idny Evening. Frb. 17ih, 1*63. | A Valuable Properly on Free SL
FOR SALE.

ornamental »

brings

*•

I'liHm

Cortland, Dec.

Company!

AT LANCASTER

my thanks lor the extensive patronage, and
promise a* in the past, nopain.1 shall be snared in the
future. I have removed from No. 164 to 161 Middle
street. The
Principal lia« had 20 year*’ experience.
Diploma# will be giveu to those Ladle* and Gentlemen who pass through
thorough coarse* for Accountant#. Term# will be reasonable
My lustitutiou is a branch of'the Hon. Bartlett's < mninercial
College, Cincinnati, Ohio, the lirst and oldest in the
L uifed State*. My teaching and plan* are modem,
and the most improved and
approved, a* the first
class business men have aud will teaiilV.

C. E. Hilton.A. M
Principal; Her Franklin Yeaton A M., Vice Principal; Mrs. Elisabeth Hi.ton,
] Teacher of Music; Miss L K. Gibbs, Teacher of
and Tainting.
I Drawing
The Trustees of this institution are happy to anto the public that the services ot the Kov.
noui
ce
!
Franklin Yeaton have been secured for the
spring
Terra. Mr. Yeaton
with him a rich expert! ence. and the well earned reputation of a successful
I teacher.
If sufficient encouragement is offered, a
;
Primary
Department will be formed under the supervision of
Mrs. Hilton, to which students under twehe Years of
w
ill
be
00
for
admitted
*2
term
I age
per
Hoard m ar tin- Academy 82 00 per wwk, wood and
lights extra. Students can reduce their expenses bv
boarding themselves.
Special attention given to those designing to teach.
Text Books supplied at Portland prices.
THOMAS II. MEAD, Secretary.
North Bridgtou, Jan. 80, 1*>3.
Jan81 d3awft wSS

..
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:

J. II. Barbkrick,
Frank G. Rich,
J. B. Kackleft,
C G. Harris,

com-

Stone M'>'» * lour,
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WEHT,

BEAUTIFUL DANCERS,

a

Liberty,

mence 011

a.__

80.000 Spruce Ciai»b»»aiU«.
100,000 Extra Cedar Sliiugl*«.

Managers.

Institution will
15,000 Acres of Land—siip{»osed to
THE SpringTuesday. Feb. 24tb,
1863, aud continue
ABOUT
tain,
average,about five thousand of stum- j eleven weeks.
of

**

«»»»
60.000

GRAND FANCY DRESS

CO.,

NORTH BRIDOTON. MAINE.

"
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sent

BRIDliTOK

SHAW A SOM,
UK

Extra Mealing Cora.

1,W!

I»Dit*. Arrailc

W
66
60

Emins, Ftk. 5th ud 6lL

PANTOMIMES,

Evening Post,

Term of this

con-

or-

All
persons having bills against the management
will please present them at once for pavmcnt
VV W l'kArr. Agent.
febfi 2t

LOCATED

AT

on an
to an acre,

7
* OOO

J3F~Tbe Hall will be well warmed.

1850 in the Hanson Block, No. 161 Middle street
The room* have recently been made
new, aud furnished neatly, and are tire most pleasant
in the city. One separate room ior Ladies. 1
pre-

Pjage;

W. H

At WholeNale !

PERFORMANCES

The Entire Ravel

5.00
8.00

Portland Commercial College.

Land in Franklin, Me.

A subscriber to the Portland Cretan was re-

cently

f2 00

He expects to be enabled to
pupil* at tho end of the present

Due on assessments (and eon-aide red collectable)*!.d premiums in bauds ol ageuts,
2.KIT 76
Cash iu treasury,
1.764 80

br

““«««»•

BEEF,

Second appearance of the

engaged.

6,662 89

Forrale

Appearaucc of those “Irrepressible Negroes”

YOUTHFUL

HENRI DUCOM begs to inform the student* of the French language that for the
PROF.
preseut
all his time is

Compter, innotes, interest and

»0

Ball.

PETE LEE AND HILLY

New York.

4 009 00

nm> v urvuuu’ uue nave

paid.

»EL*
2,000
Bblr.Weatern Merr

Mine* Adeline nnd Caroline Hank.

Pnuoe,

Present indebtedness of the

1

That

20, 1863.

Amount of property iusured about
£2.000,000 00
Amount of premium notes on deposit,
Pki,350 00
Amount of property insured the past year, 337.131* 00
Premium notes deposited the past year,
19.174 00

JH^Horace Vernet, the celebrated French
painter, died on the 17th of January, aged 7-f

j

ME.

-OF THE-

Story.

I

PORTLAND,

Dr. S. Anderson A Son.
HALL* RUCK EL,
Sole Agents, New York.

no
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Tin i nr Tin tun I Fire Insurance C'o.,
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STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

All

Resolution of the Chamber or
Commerce.

by

feb2eod3m*

The customary votes of thanks were passed.
Macuioonne.

timony.

>f Free and Middle

FOR

Sold in Hath

following:

ors.

HAY, DRUGGIST,

H.

Junction

ter.

dent anticipation of monied men that the national banking bill and general financial measures of Secretary Chase will liecome laws,
cheek the currency inllution and improve the
public credit. The currency panic is regarded here as likely to be succeeded by a panic
against the gold speculators.
The evidence in the MeDowelLCourt of Inquiry case is closed. Gen. McDowell will on
Monday submit a statement reviewing the tes-

many of the most

Divines, Dentists, Physicians, Chemists,
gentlemen of the day.
Sold by Druggists everywhere at 50 cents per bottle.

and scientific

of atten-

President.—E. H. Starbird, Esq., of Falmouth.
Secretary.—R. P. M. Greely, of New Glouces-

tiKicunii*

by

eminent

L

Grass Seed and Ursa Reef

o'clock.

Intheii original SongH,DanceH,<&o.

BROWN'S

removing

a combination of materials—
every ingredient of which is well known to have a
beneficial effect on the Teeth and Hums.

The annual election of officers resulted

On the first page—an

taste and feeling to the mouth,

"'e-tern and Canada

Portland, Dee. 10,

ENGLISH’S
WONDERFUL RAVEL CO.

T1IE EVENING POST
all who desire it.

cob.

flour, flour.

T“£WxoW*®

MRS. JAN

5^00

Office of tire

DANA * CO.

JanHedinlm

lw

12*00

to

-ALSO-

Bbl*. PICKLED IIEKRING.

300

POSITIVELY. THE

tlreath, imparling adelightfully

and scientific skill from

with tem-

particular subject

frte

at 8

Deering

PREMIUMS.
Anv person sending u* 945 for twenty Semi-Week-

sent

Nelson,

"•*

22.50

Jmn30

resolution

evening, to meet next month at the call of the
President. There lias been a good attendance.

with ,Ue ot*>er State Societies
of correcting abuses and secure
reforms necessary lor the
safety and comfort
of our volunteers in the
army, and for the
transfer of wounded soldiers to their homes.

Strong,

fcb5 eodtd

$3 qq

41 Nassau Street,

J

Tartar, Scurf, and other impurities, uw of Tobacco. Ac from the teeth. Completely arresting the
progress of decay, and whitening such parts as hare
already become blackened bv decay. The Sozodont
is perfectly free from al. ACIDS and other impurities which could have the least injurious effect ou the
euamel of the teeth, ami is prepared with great care

perance, which was also referred. The convention adjourned at about ten o’clock in the

tion.

_

all

read the

pile of Gorham introduced a fifth
in regard to dancing, as connected

Washington, Feb. 5.
The reports in regard to the encounter of
Charleston harbor being from rebel sources
are doubtless greatly exaggerated.
There ha*
been no interruption of tin* blockade and no
such assumption will bo admitted by the govA telegram was received to-day
ernment.
from Fortress Monroe, saying that Gen. Dix is
in receipt of rebel news from Charleston to
the 3d inn., at which time that port was
thoroughly blockaded, the Federal iron clads
lying inside of the wooden vessels. The former were not with the fleet at the lime of the
attack oti the 18th Inst. An attack on the
city was momentarily expected. A dispatch
boat with an official account from Admiral
Dupont is hourly expected.
The annual report ol the Commissioner of
Patent* shows that $153,818 were received for
patents, re-issues, Ac., a id $110,081 for copies.
For copies and recording the expenses were
$1822188. Clerk hire was upwards of $122,000,
of which $4,462 was for temporary clerks.
The fall in gold, as compared with last week's
prices, and the recent appreciation of public

a view

refreshing

denounced. The committee on resolutions,
through their chairman, Rev. J. A. Ross, reported four. Tile first relates to the temperance press and hotels; the second, to the Sons
of Temperance; the third, to the necessity of
voting only for temperance men; and the last
to the influence of the pledge. Each of these
was ably discussed and adopted,
except the
second, which was referred to the next convention for further consideration. C. A. Stack-

The ale law was the

i.° co,"fl‘r

PURIFY1N**

petition
relative to prohibition of the sale of ale, Ac.
The petition was circulated in the convention,
receiving every signature save two. While
this petition was going the rounds, its merits
were
ably discussed by Messrs. Stackpole of Gorham, and Douglas ot Little River,
R. I*. M. Greely of New Gloucester, gave some
interesting details concerning his army experience. Whiskey and quinine, as rations for
soldiers on guard duty, were pronounced useless, and tbe.policy of administering such doses

Court of Inquiry.

wiih

Tuesday

It. F.

Floor Manager*.
ldAw t It F. Nelson.
John D. Mitt*,
Augustus 1-icket.
Charles E. Carle.

Dancing to commence

SEMI-WEEKLY EVENING POST

WU.C. BRYANT A

the Oumi

1st Ass t

John l). Mitt*.
Angu*tu$ 1 icket,
Andrew Nelson.

—

t

called to order,prayMr. Carpenter of X.

Gloucester.

Closing ol the Evidence In the McDowell

Meeting of the New York State Medical

a
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DAILY EVENING POST.
One copy, one year, delivered bv carrier, 911.00
One copy, one year, seut by man,
10 00
One copy, one mouth,
1.00

I* Published every
One copy, one year,
Two copies, one year,
Five copic«, one year,
Ten copie*, one year,
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Boxer Extra Scaled,
Scaled.
Ex,r!tJ-*rge
J,5w
No.
1,
SUITABLE FOB UITY OB COUNTRY
TRADE
*•*»

ryTICKETS §1.00; (iallerie* 60 cent#—may be
obtained of the Committee of Arrangements, or J.
D. Mitts, 112 Federal street.
£F“Mnsic by CHANDLER'S FULL ORCHESTRAL BAND.

Address

was

offered by Rev.
Josiah F.

er was

the Gold Speculation.

increasing.

Win.

Goon Newspaper.
In its columns will be found a
complete
History of the War, all important Political or State
Documents entire. Proceedings or Legislative Bridies,
Nil in mar if* of Ktirnitfftii IntplH*fnno
•II pan* of'tin; world, accurate reports ot financial
anil commercial matter*, trustwortliv <
nm-spondeuce, and a carefully selected Literary Miscellany,
comprising Poetry, Her jews of New Works with
lib. ral extracts. Tales, Poetry.
(.ossip, and Anecdotes-th.- whole forming an excellent variety. In
winch every reader will discover
something to his
taste.

TOM CLEANSING * PRESERVING TMB

until

After the

Report of the Commissioner of
Patents.

New Yoke, Feb. 5.
At a meeting of the Cluttnlier of Commerce
to-day, a resolution was adopted discountenancing iho efforts of secessionists and others
to depreciate the United States
currency below
t'le par o( non specie paying banks. An address in behalf of the North was read from the
operatives of Preston, England, many hundreds ol whom, says tile
address, express a
wi“h to emigrate to America.
Midnight.—A high gale from tiie eastward,
with heavy rain, has prevailed all
night, and is

being

7

Capt. Leonard Fennell,
Sec’y Wm Henuessy,

War against Treason.

will be

AFTERNOON.

Hourly Expected.

now

me

ncwuij'iwucu,

jouriied

attack on Charleston

ctinciii^

The Eveniso Post, now in the sixtv-flrst year of
its existence, is a journal thoroughly devoted to the
principles of Freedom, and is candid, fearless and independent in the expression of its sentiments. It
holds to the great doctrines of » strict construction
ol the Constitution, Kcouoinv in Government, no
political jobbery, honest men for office, the
Suppression
of the Slave Power, Free Soil and Free
aud
Speech;
it earnestly advocates a vigorous prosecution of the

at

boxes maodalen,
ruitable for Wert India mark**,

I I A I. I.

C ommittee of Arrangement!*.

Capt. Leonard Pennell,
See’y Wm. Henuessy,
Win. Strong,
Chas. E. Carle,

chiefly, however,
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Thursday Evening, Feb. I9th,1863,

Freedom.

•Subscriptions may
Pay
altrays in advance.
has
been forwarded addition# may lx* made to it on the
sain** term*.
It is not necessary that the members of
a club should receive their papers at the same
postoffice. C’LEROVXKN art* supplied bv mail at the following rate#: Daily, 9# per annum: Semi-Weekly.
92.50; Weekly, 91 50.
Monev may be forwarded by
mail at our risk.

Press,

Portland, and Rev. Mr. Cafietnn, of New
Gloucester, were appointed a committee on
resolution.. The work of organization bav-

The Government will not Admit the Breaking of the Charleston Blockade.

ns,

Fearless Advocate of

commence at anv time.
When a club of subscribers

of
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subscribers will be entitled to an extra copy of
the Semi-Weekly one year; or 922 50 for ten
copies,
will be entitled to one copy of our Weekly one
year.
Anv
seadi g us $15 and the name* Or ten
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subscribers to our Weekly will be entitled to an extra
of
the
one
copy
Weekly
year lor his services; for
twenty name# and 930 he will be entitled to one copy
of our Semi*Weekly or two copies of our
Weekly
one year.
Each subscriber's name is printe d on his paper.
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The Naval appropriation hill was considered.
It appropriates an aggregate of $08,000,600.
The item ol (12,000,000 lor iron war steamers
w as amended so as to
provide that no contract* shall be made Ibr construction until
proposals have been solieted from the principal iron ahip builders, and made on the most
favorable terms. The appropriation for the
Philadelphia Navy Yard was reduced from
$2*1,000 to $28,800 for repairs of all kinds.
The appropriation for Urooklyn was increased
in order to accommodate three vessels now
building. 420 feet in length. $85,000 an* appropriated for the Norfolk Navy Yard, to
facilitate repairs of vessels, but not to be understood as re-establishing that yard.

iinnrti

THE EVENING POST.

WEEKLY EVENING POST

Hudson,. 9gl

tne Mil.

bic

WILL OIVE A

An extra copy will be Rent to auy person who
send* us a club of twenty aud over.

*107

A committee of conference was directed to
be asked on the disagreeing amendments to

iKn

explanation.

scrip.fig]

ADDRESS OF ENGLISH OPERATIVES.

Eleven hundred convalescents have been
sent to the army nt the Potomac within the
last three days. Over 2000 additional are now
ready to be dispatched from the convalescent
camp.
The belief of the governm-nt is that the details of the Charleston affair are
grossly misstated and that the result Is of trilling constquence, except for any moral effect'it may

and to demand a suitable

meeting of the year was held
Mr. Stevens reported back the Senate’s
hv this association on Tuesday the 3d instant,
|
amendments to the legislative, executive and
in the Congregational church at New Gloucesjudicial appropriation lull. The House disa- ter. Lower
Corner, The President. Ellery H.
greed to that restricting the mileage of members to ten cents per mile to and from Wash- | Starbird, Esq., of Falmouth, presided. It. P.
M. Greelv of New Gloucestq^the regular Secington.
Tbe House concurred in the Senate’s amendretary, who belong, to Co. K, ijtli Maiue Regout
tbe
!
ment, striking
appropriation for sub- Iment, being at home on a
furlough, was in hi.
to
the
National
for
the
scriptiou
Intelligencer
seat.
Brief remarks wen* made by B. F.
2d Comptroller's office.
A similar amendment as to the office of the
Thorndike,of Portland, after which Rev. J.
1st Auditor, was agreed to.
A. Ross, of New Gloucester, B. F. Thorndike,

on

says our
to ascer-

tain the cause of the insult offered by a Spanish war vessel to one of our mail steamers,

Erie preferred..
99j
Treasury 7 3-10ths.
[ 102'
Tennessee 6’s. 54
Virginia 6’s..
74
New York Ceutral.119

Sew .MoIhhm's.

ASSOCIATES EX-FIVE,

of Prioo.

—

Passed.

Opinions

Gen. Tuttle received a dispatch this afternoon that the rebels were repulsed at Fort
Doneisou with considerable slaughter. The
Federal loss was from 40 to 5a No further

copperheads.
;y-Tlie Washington Republican
Government is taking proper steps

Second Hoard
Stocks better.
Chicago h Rock Island. 891
C hicago, Burlington & Quincy,.
Galena A Chicago,.
gpi
Illinois Central
Michigan Southern guaranteed.
Michigan Central,.
«I0
llarlem.
«t

PAPERS.

soon.

great caution, it will not submit to any willful
interfeuce with its rights on the part of the

New York. Feb. 5.

HOt’SK.

-TO THE-

three Western States and of New York
While the government will act with

or

Stock Market.

Mr. Colfax reported a bill to establish 37
additional post routes, but making no appro-

nil

strange magician. Recently
Newburyport was supposed to

bags.
Wool—active and firmer.

Adjourned.

Sews of

Change

A COMPLETE FAMILY NEWSPAPER.

^"Government, says the Washington correspondent of the New York Post, is in receipt of advices from various sections of the
country, which show that the copperheads are
exceedingly busy. Tills is especially true of
city.

merchandise.

pi

PROSPECTUS.

Ac.

fkvora

PRO BONO PUBLIC O.

‘2-11 H,,hs->

a

soldier from

two

P\

cer-

killed, and his young wife went into mourning accordingly. Soon a returned soldier fell
in love with her, mingled his tears with hers
Ac., and was to marry her on a certain day
when lo, up turned the still living and affectionate spouse, much to the chagrin of the expectant warrior who was just on the eve of
possessing the armful of loveliness. Presto!

State k Western at
Western at 02.
Rice—quiet and unchanged
Sugars—quiet and steady; sales 126 hhds New Orleans Ilf ai 12.
Coffee—steady; sales 1200 hag* Maracaibo 324.
Molassea—firm; sales 060 bbls New Orleans 40 @ 46
for old crop; Barbadoes 45.
Naval Stores—nominally unchanged.
Oils—firm.
Freights to Liverpool—dull and drooping: cotton
nominal; grain 6 &G$d for wheat in bulk and ships'

the naval laws. Passed.
Mr. Sedgewick reported a bill, which was
passed, amending tile second section of the
naval pension act of June 14, 18(12, so as to
give parties therein mentioned $20 instead of
$100 per months.
Mr. Davis moved to amend by inserting the
word white, so as to make it read "all ablebodied white male citizens.’’
Mr. Lane moved to recommit the bill, with
the view to incorporate certain exemptions.
Alter a long debate the bill w as recommitted.
A resolution was adopted, requesting the
President to iulorm the Senate of the number
of volunteers and dralted men actually mustered into the service by tbe several States,
and the time when their service expires.
The bill to revise the act to pay the bounty
and pensions to men actually employed in the
department of the West, was taken up.

priation.

a

be

buyers; sales 1800 bbls
80, including a small parcel of

Mr. Sedgcwick, from the Naval Committee,
reported a joint resolution to revise and codify

Annual

Brilliant Victory at Fort Donelson—Arrival
of all the Divieiona but one at Vicksburg—
Supposed Defeat of the Hebels at Island
No. 10.
Cajho, Feb. 4.
The captain of tbe steamer Bowen, from
a
brilliant
success at Fort
Paducah, reports
Donelson. One battery of four guns was
taken by the rebels in an overwbetiulug charge,
but our men gallantly rallied and retook it.
The rebel loss is reported at 135 killed and 50
[500 ?l wounded aud prisoners. The rebel
Gen. Forrest is reported among the wounded.
Col. McNeil was killed. Tbe lorce of the enemy is estimated at from 3000 to 4000.
From below we have information that all
our divisions have arrived in front of Vicksburg, except Gen. Logan's, which is expected

a

Hogs—steady.
Lard-firm; sales 1486 bbls at 10$ @ 11$.

Committee.

government, as they would

and all the children born after

War is

Bacon—quiet.

the question on Mr. Carlisle's motion, and discussed at considerable length,
Mr. Sargent introduced a bill, disapproving of
certain acts of the Legislature of Nevada,
w hich require officers ol ail milling
corporations carrying on mining in the territory to
reside therein.
Referred to tile Judiciary

own

tain time.

Iircssed

Pending

by their

mothers,

Pork— steady for new Mesa and dull and lower for
old ; sales 1500 bbls old Mena 14 87 (m 16 UO; new do
16 75 a 17 00: Prime 11 50 <4*. 13 25.
Cut ini-atf—steady.

Butter—quiet.
Whiskey—slightly

1868.

thus be able to hold on to their slaves
longer.
The idea of the Cubans is to free the slave

New Yoke. Feb. 5.
Colton—dull and heavy, lc lower; sales 800 bales
at Stic tor middling uplands.
Flour—receipts 13.645 barrels, sales 9000 barrels;
State aud Western less actiiebut unchanged: Southeru unchanged, sab s 1300 barrels; tauaua dull aud
unchanged, sales ton hands.
Whe t—quiet and unchanged, sales 75.000 bushels.
Corn—less active, sales 63.mo bush; .Mixed Western
sound 94 ii, 95; do unsound 83 <z 94.
t lata -steady.
Beef—quiet and unchanged sales300bbls and 1000

Mr. Wall offered a resolution, requesting
the Military Committee to inquire into the
case of Capl. John
Withers, formerly of the
4th New Jersey regiment, who lias been confined lor seveial months in Fort Delaware, and
to report in relation to the charges agaiust
him, and by what authority he was confined.
Laid over.
Mr. Grimes introduced a bill to incorparate
a national association for the relief of colored
women and children.
Referred to the Committee on the District of Columbia.
The Gill to temporarily supply the vacancies
in Hie executive departments was passed.
Tile hill to change the time of holding the
District Courts in certain districts was passed.
The hill to encourage enlistments and the
enrollment and drafting of the militia was

BY TELEGRAPH
EVENING

taken

ENTERTAINMENTS.

a

left the island, and urged him to bring the
matter before the Spanish Government. The
planters expressed their belief that emancipation in the United States would make it necessary in Cuba, and that if it were not undertaken by Spain, England and France would
interfere. They preferred to have it under-

New York Market.

Adopted.

ment.

MISCELLANEOUS.

committee of planters visited
the late Capftin General, Serano, before he

Savannah, Feb. 1.

this

SENATE.

Kansas.

Register’s

from

Havana, published In th
reason to anticipate
some action by the Spanish Government for
the prospective abolition of
slavery in Cuba.

LANDING OF MKN AT ST. MARY’S.

XXXVII CONGRESS.—Second Session.

with Neal, paying him
#4000 for the lot. A deed was made to him of
the lot but it had not been recorded when he
sold to Crocker, though the deed was in the

profit

£3^”Letters

New Orleans Delta, give

Portland Daily Press.

Mr. Rice presented the credentials of Hon.
S. Ramsay, elected Senator from Minnesota

but divided his

Fort ItlcAllUtcr.

It is stated that

Mr.
down to the present owners of the land.
placed on the stand. He
purchased the land from Neal at the price of
#2800, and sold it to S. E. Crocker for #5000,
Eben Steele was then

on

T<» THE

Chase,

Dr. Harlow the present, and Ur. Bates

The Attack

Application

posmble
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©puty

Sheriff,

STANDISH, MAINE.
*
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A well-known Scotch artist, whose delineations of character delight his many friends,and
who is almost as remarkable in his anecdotes
as in his pictures, commences one of his stories
by narrating how an old Scotch gamekeeper
once remarked to him in a slow, solemn voice,
“Do you know, sir, that I myself have actilly
knawn men, ay, anil respectable men, too, who
—dtd—not—believe in gliaists 1” And lie describes how the old keeper, on being questioned as to his own belief in ghosts, replied with
face averted, half in pity, half in sorrow for the

questioner,but with,if possible,more solemnity,

“I howp 1 do!”
I am not sure if the gamekeeper stands alone
in his belief; and 1 question whether, it the
great majority of the “upper ten thousand”
were asked regarding their faith as to apparitions, they would not agree witli the lower ten
thousand who are assumed to be the only honest believers in occasional visits from the inhabitants of the mysterious ghost land. Very
possibly in broad daylight, when driving in the
park—or shopping—or visiting the exhibition
—or, even when the candles are lighted, and
when seated round the dinner table—or in the
midst of the buzz and flutter of an evening
party, the realities of the palpable and prosaic
world may act as such opiates to the ideal faculty, and so close the eyes and stop the ears of
the inner sense, whicli can alone discern the
spiritual world, that ail faith in its existence
may be denied or ridiculed. But take any
one of those persons singly, especially the most
thoughtful and gifted; let him or her remain
in the large drawing-room when it is emptied
of its guests, with tin- lights extinguished, ex-

cept

one

or two

sufficiently bright

to

project

“shadows on the wall,” but not to illuminate
the darker recesses of the room—when the fire
burns low, and the cinders fall, and begin to
crumble audibly among the ashes—when the
midnight winds are creeping round the
the house, sighing at the windows, or breaking
out into angry gusts which boom over the chimney bead and siiake the huge trees on the
lawn, forcing one to think of ships fighting
wiMi

storms

oil

foaming mountain streiMrb The
shepherd's only attendants at the time Were
Attached to
two herd lads, and three dogs.
the hut, and communicating with it by a short
and beside

A True Ghost Story.

misty cua>w, or
or
over

urciicimu

wretches creeping
moors—
splashing
and then let the thoughts gradually slide into
aad stories of human suffering mingled with
anecdotes about preseuiiineuts, dreams, odd
coincidences, unaccountable ap|>earances, and
the like; and ever and anon let some strange
sounds of wind and rain and dialing foliage
be heard, with creaks in old timber, no one
know* where—I ask with confidence whether
in such circumstances, at two iu the morning,
the sceptic will not profess more faith in gliosis
than he or she would at two or three in the
afternoon ?
The fact eannot he denied by anyone tolerably acquainted with hmnau|ripiiiions, that there
is an almost universal belief in ghosts. Or if
that is a too broad and vulgar way of expressing the belief, let us rather say, a universal feeling verging on belief, if not reaching it, that
there are certainly "more tilings in heaven
and earth” than onr daylight philosophy accepts of or can account for; that there are revelations from a world unseen by the carnal eye,
unheard by the carnal ear, which come to the
seeing and hearing faculties of the spirit in certain states of mind and body which are alone
susceptible of this intercourse; that these revelations assume divers forms, it may be of
strange sights and scenes, vivid dreams, sudden and overpowering impressions^pparitions,
ghosts, spirit-knocking*, call them what you
please—which compel the belief that the ghost
world with which we are unquestionably surrounded, Impinges occasionally on the familiar,
or on what we call the actual,
just as strange
and rare birds from another far-otf clime are
sometimes driven hy storms on our coasts.
This is a subject to which I have jwid much
attention. Without, as far as I can discover,
any prejudice to warp my judgment, or want
of such a careful and cautious induction as a
detective might bestow in tracing out the
fhets of a crime, and weighing the evidence in
the nicest balance, I have collected several unquestionable fact*, in which I have no hesitation whatever in publicly acknow ledging my
belief. 1 am also firmly persuaded that their
truth rests upon incomparably more satisfactory proofs than those stories of spirit-rappings
which are so (Irmly believed in by so many. I
have listened patently to tile details of very
many remarkable phenomena connected with
spirit-rapping and table-turning, related to me
by ladles and gentlemen "moving in the best
circles of society,” and by evangelical clergymen whose word no one would think of doubting, and whose judgment no one. I presume,
would once dare t > call in question. A clergyman, for example, whose literary abilities,
sound sense, piety, broadmindedness, and truthfulness are sufficiently guaranteed by the fact
of his being a ireqaeut contributor to the nages or leading “religious newspapers, while assuming that any doubt as to the reality of spir-
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room which
passage, was rather a comfortable
the -Laird” had lilted up to serve as a sort of
lodge for himself In the midst of his shooting
ground, and which he had put for a fortnight
'at the disposal of my friend.
Shortly after sunset on the day I mention,
the wind began to rise, suddenly to a gale, the
rain descended in torrents, ami the night became extremely dark.
The shepherd became
uneasy, and several ti:: es went to the door to
inspect the weather. At last he roused the
fears of the Doctor for McDonald's safety, by
expressing the hope that by tills time be was
“owre that awfu’ black moss, and across the
red burn.” Every traveler in the highlands
knows how rapidly these mountain streams
rise, and how- confusing the moor becomes in
a dark night.
“The black moss and red burn”
were words that were never forgot by the Doctor, from the strange feelings they produced
when first heard that night; for there came
into Ids mind terrible thoughts and forebodings about poor M'Donald, ami reproaches for
not having considered Ids. possible danger in attempting such a.journey alone. In vain the
shepherd assured him that lie must have readied a place of safety before the darkness ami
the storm came on. A presentiment which lie
could not cast off made him so miserable that
he could hardly restrain himself from tears.—
But nothing could lie done to relieve the anxiety- now become so pc in fill.
The Doctor at last retired to tied about midnight. For a long time he could not sleep.
The raging of the stream below the window,
and the thud* of the slnrin made him feverish
ami restless. But at last he fell into a sound
and dreamless sleep. Out of this however he
was suddenly roused by a
peculiar noise in
his room, not very loud, hut utterly indescribable. He heard lap, tap, tap, at the window;
and he knew, from the relation which the
wall of the room bore to the rock, that the
glass could not be touched by human hand.
Alter listening for a moment, and forcing himself to smile at his nervousness, he turned
round and Inman again to seek repose. But
him*

n inline

win
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An additional dutu nf
linn..
10 pc ts levied on all vivr- buty 5c i> lb.
chnnuise not imported di- First Sort, 1802. .14 @16
rect from the place qf pro-, I rou.
duct ion «at growth.
Duty: IHg and Stamp 86,
A
Bar not exceeding 850 fc*
ton value 817 V ton, exIfuty 10 pc ad val.
Pearl p lb.8j@ 8j, ceeding 860
ton 818,
Pot..7$$ 8^ less than J inch thick or
snore than 7 inches wide,
Apple*.
Groeu pbbl.15'>.a 1 75 rounds less than 4 inch
Sliced p lb.6$ o64c or more than 4 inches in
Cored p tb.£>1 $Oj
diameter, and squares
Uncored p
3
less than 4 inch or more
Bread.
than 4 inches square 820,
y>M t if &} pc.
Railroad 812 50, Boiler
Pilot p loo tb*.
to @ r»i
autt Plate 825
ton,
Ship. 6 $ 6} Sheet 2@2}c <|T lb and
Cracker* per bbl.. 3;$4
83@5 V ton.
Cracker*, p 100 .35 ®40c Common.4i a44
Keiiued
Butler.
4j @6
Swede.7 @ TJ
Ifuty 4c P lb.
Family p Ib.22 (®24c Norway. 7J@; &
Store.16 $10 Cast Steel.25 @27
l.ernmn Steel
10 @17
Bean*,
Marrow p bu*ht2 37$2 02 kiiglish|Uli8.Steel. 19 @20
Pea.2 02$2 87
13
lJlue Pod.2 37$2 02 Sheet Iron. Engl. .0 @ 7
Sheet Iron,Russia.18 @21
Candle*.
do
Run iin’t.. 13|a 15
Ihi t y Sperm and Wax 8c.
Stearins be, Tallow 2|c l.nrd.
Barrel, <f> lb ....11@114
P lb.
Mould p Ib.18J«®14 kegs, |» lb. li@114c
l.nilhrr.
Sperm.$35
Cherae.
buty 30 4>c ad ral.
New York, light .30 @32c
Ifuty 4c P Ib.
.11 @12
do. md. wta.. .32 @33
Vermont p tb.
do. heavy.32 @33
do. slaughter. 34 (@3H
Coal—< Retail.)
Ifuty From Ur. Provinc- Amcr. (allskins 81 @ 91
es free, other foreign Iti- Sl’ter Wax Leath.19 @ 20
tumenous f 1 10, all oth- l^ead.
er kinds 00c p ton.
buty IHg l)c p ft.
Am. Pig p 100 lb.89l@ 10
Comberl’d p ton. 810$
Wliiteanh.10®
Foreign Pig.9|@ 10
j Slieet and Pipe.. 11 @114
Lime.
Franklin. 10$
|
butu 10
ad ral.
Coffee.
Ib.
cask.. .75 @80c
5c
Rockland,
P
Duty
Java p lb.35 @86c
Lumber—From yard.
St. Doiniugo.30 $31 Clear Pine, No. 1.838 @
No.2. 34 @
Rio .32 ($ 33
do.
No.3 24 @
Mocha.None.
do.
do.
No. 4 14 @
Cordage.
ManilLumber.17
Tarred2|c.
Shipping
Duty
@18
la 21, all other 31 p lb. Snrnce.11 @12
American p Ib.. .i4f$16 Hemlock.’.-8 @10
a.17
Box Sh’ks.(cash) 45 no8c
Ru*.“ia Hemp.101
Manilla.1W ^10 L lapb'ds, S ext .814 (al6
do.
P
.&• @32
Boltrope, Ruwia .16i$17
do.
Manilla. I6$10j; Shingles, Cod. ext 2fa 3
do.
No.1.2 @ 2]
Crnifnl.
do. ext. Pine 8i@ 4
p bbl.f 1 40$ 1 45
Laths, Spruce_120<al 25
Drug* and l>ye«.
Duty, p Ib— <>il Cinna- do. Pine.1 26@ 2 00
mon *2, (fit Almonds and Red Oak Staves .30 @35
Otto qf Hose tl 50. Oil Mol. llhd. Shooks
Bergamot^ Cassia and & Heads.city. 262@ 2 76
('fore* tl, Hydriodate Sugar do. city. 202 a2(75
do. do. c’trv.l 25@ 1 60
Potash "bef'antharutes.
Mastic. Ipecac. Rhubarb, lireenCo'v sa'd 1 100a 1 20
Cardamons, (hi Lemon. Country liifl'Mot.
llhd. Shooks.. 135@1 50
Anise and Orange, lodi n e 50c, Tolu a toff Yude Slash.125 a 150
( 4unphor 90e. Refined do
@31
40c, Tartaric Acid 90c, Hackinetack Timt Y>am
Tartar, Citrir
ber.
tun.10@16
Acid, Shellac, ('opal.Ifa- Mold mis.
mar and Hums used for buty
fa P gal.
like purposes 10c, Aloes, fienftigos.38@ 40
Chlorate
of
«a 40
rrinidad.38
Verdigris,
Lubaclaved. 34 @36
Potash, Carb.
do.
do. tart. 31a33
6c, Uoracic Acid, Yellow
Prnssiate Potash and do. Muscovado 35 @38
New Orleans.
Red do. 10c,
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Proposals

ZYLOBALSAMUM,
The grcnt unequalled I'lepnintlon* for
Restoring. Invi*o«*utinn. Iten niffylng
nod Dreasing the Ilnir*
Rendering it #nft, -ilky and glossy, and dispoaing it to
remain in any dr tired p siti'*n ; qnic It cleaming the
scalp, arresting the fnll aud imparting a healthy ami
ualurui color to ilie Hair.
IT KKVTR FAIT s

To Kentore (arty Hair
TO

Its etriffintti Youih*ui ( olor
wo\ iv Wyc,
V\.
directly np- n the ro« fs rf the Ili.ir, «lvlrf
natural«. vrMunrrt r« mind. j r**«1v< i*|t tLe
vitality. and lu xurivu- quantity aa in youth.

But acts
Ihem the

Vov ‘WvYvcs vw\A C\w\.v\y c yv
Whose Hair require* frequent dre«*ing t*-e ? yk>hah
gunnnu ha- no equal.
No lady's toilet
without it
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The Great Indian

Remedy

FOR FEMALES.

this office until 5 p.m.,
on the 27th of February, 1863. for
furnishing 13, 10
and 8 inch cost iron cannon, to be made in conformity with drawings to be suppled by the Ordnauce
Department, and with the following specifications:
One 10inch trial gun is to he made of warm or cold
blast charcoal iron, to be cast hollow aud cooled from
the interior, and to have a
teuacity of metal of not
less than 80,000 pounds per square inch, to be determined by testing specimens taken from the sinking
head of the gun, and from a cylinder cast from the
same heat, and from metal of the same
quality as that
from which the gun is cast. This cylinder is to be
cast ou ei d, in dry sand moulds.and'is to be 72inches
high, with an elliptical base ol 24 iuches greater aud
16 inches lesser axis. The specimens are to be cut
from the gun head, a d a slab. 4j inches thick, from
the cvliuder by planes parallel to, and equi-distaut
from tbe axis ol the cylinder, and the lesser axis of
the base.
The Ordnance Department will test the specimens,
furnish the ammunition, and prove the trial gun,
which must be ready for trial as soot as possible, aud
not later than three months from the date of the contract.
No coutract will be given, nor will the trial
gun be paid for, unless it shall endure a proof of 1000
rounds, with service charges of powder, of which2o0
rounds will lx- with solid shot, and 800 rounds with
shells. The testing is to be done free of charge to the
contiactor, but he will lx* required to furnish proper
facilities for testing, such as convenient ground, storage for ammunition, a butt in which thu projectiles
will be embedded and caved, and tin* requisite force
for handling and filing the guns. All the cannon are
to be made of the same
of iron as that of the
trial gun, and the Ordnance
is to have
the right to test the iron during the process of fabrication of the cannon, tor whicn
tbe founder
purpose
is to furnish, free of charge, at least one specimeu
from the head of each camion, and slabs from cylinder*. as before described, at the option of the Denot to exceed one for every ten cannon.
iach cannon is to endure the regular
aud inspection for guns of the same calibre; and none are
to be received or paid for but such in are approved
after inspection and proof, which will be received at
the foundry where made. Bidders w ill state the numbers aud caliber* of the cannon they pro|»o*e to furnish ou the foregoing specifications and conditions;
the place where they are to be made; the time of commencing delivery and tin? rate ol delivery per month
theieafter, and the price per pound or per gun, for
the finished cannon.
No bids will be entertained
unless lrom founders actually engaged in the business, evidence of which most accompany the bid.
Failure to deliver at the specified time will subject
the contractor to a forfeiture of the amount to be delivered at that time. Each party obtaining a contract
will be required to enter into bonds, with proper sureties, for its faithful fulfilment: and a transfer of the
contract to another partuvill cause its entire forfeiture.
Bidders will be
to file with their bids
a bond in the penal sum of not le*§ than
980.000,
signed by not leas >han two person*, conditioned that
if the bid is accepted, the bidder shall comply with
his proposal, and faithfully and fully perform what
he propose* to undertake. Tin* bond must be acknowledged before a judge of a court of record, and
the bondsmen miei be certified by the Judge of a
District Court of the United .States, or an Ordnance
officer in charge of a United Stares arsenal, to be
each worth tbe penal sum of the bo* d over and above
all liabilities. The right is reserved to reject all proposals if the price* are deemed too high, or if for any
cause it is not deemed for the public interest to octhem.
Proposal* will be sealed and addressed to “General
J. W.
thief of Orduance. Washington, D.C.,”
aud will be endorsed “Proposal* for heavy cannon.”
J W RIPLEY.
Brigadier General Thief of Ordnance.
at

This celebrated Female Medicine,
posst^sihg virtues unknown of anythiugetwe of tlie kind, ami proving
effectual after all other* have failed,
is designed for both married and sinair ladies, and is the very best thing
known for the purpose, as it wifi
bring on the monthly sickness in cast's
of obstructions, from any cause, and
afierall..other remedies of the kind
have been tried in vain.
20u0 BOITLES have now
bet'ti sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health in any c*ise.
Tyit is put up iu bottle* of three
different strengths, with fall directions for using, and sent by express,
closely sealed, to all parts of the country.
PRICES— Full strength. «10; half strength, fifi;
quarter strength, 99 per bottle.

i

ty* RUM KM HER—This mnlicine is designed

\

Ine and w arranted, unless purchased
M at his Remedial Institute far Special IHseases,
28 Union street. Providence, R. I.
No.
j
enibiaces all diseases of a pritvi bis
rate nature, both ot MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty years’ practice,
giving them his whole attention.
tv* 'onsultatiouft by lettct or ot|«*rw is' are s/r»ctly oonfitlcnfial.and medicines will be sent by express,
secure from observation, to all parts ol the United
States. Also accommodation* for ladies from abroad
wishing for a secure and quiet ketksxt, wilh good
care, until restored to heaJtn.
!
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over twa
hundred thousand dollars ate paid to swindling
quack- annually, in New England alone, w ithout any
benefit to those w ho fay it. All this conies from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and slr.ll, and whose only
recoinn endatiqn is their own false and extravagant
assertions, in praise of themselves. If. therefore,
you would avoid
humbugged, take no nmu’s
word, no matter what his pretensions are, hut
MAKE
\
INQUIRY:—it frill cost you nothing, and
may save you many regrets; for, a.- advertising physicians, in nine cases ou. of ten. are bogus, there Is
no safetv in trusting any of them, unless you know
who and what tbev are.
I
tar Dr. M. will send free, bv enclosing ore
I
a- above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOI •tamp
and ou Private Diseases generally, giving full
MEN,
!
information, with the most undoubted references and
testitnonia/s. without which no advertising
Dr medicine of this kind is deserving of AXY' COXFIDFXt K tril l TK VF.R.
attended to. Write
tlT-order* by mail
roui address plainly, and direct to DR M ATTISON,
u above.
decti dawly do

*
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Liquors claimed' by

promptly

j

Samuel Chadwick. 4 88
John Rogers, app't,
4.40
John Conley,
4 40
John O. Ragan.
4.40
Elia- M East mao and
Eli*. Ka*tinau,
4 40
I>o
4.40
do,
Albion G. Lewis,
4.KJ
Dennis Mctjoverin,
4.40
•PP’t.
Samuel J. Ha/el ton. 4 40
Eben Pendexter,
4 40
Josephus C.Andrews. 4.40
4.40
George Hall,
Rufus Porter,
4 86
Alinou L. Emery,
20.38
*.
13 08
4.60
Osgood Gore,
James Nowlan,
4.60
James Jones and Geo.
M Pike.
4 40
Frederick M. Libby, 4 40
Walter Corbett,
4
John R M«tiow,
34.22
9 23
4.40
Harvey Freeman.
Asa Humphrey.
4.40
Certain intoxicating
liquors claimed bv
J. F. Abbott,
4.40
Jas Bradley .Jr..app’t.4 4<»
Kob't R. I ruddy, 44
4.40
44
Sain'l T. Dr er,
4.40
Thomas Breslin, •*
4.40
Jeremiah Ragan,
16 10
Levi 8. Givens.
82.70
C atharine Touro.
17.91
John C. Sticknev, 111.60

POOR RICHARD'S

EYE dr EAR
xro Organs of the

human

WATER!
system

are more

impor-

^ taut to health and comfort than the F.yi and
Ear, and yet none are less understood or more negected. They seem to pass even common observation,
md yet every part of the body is dependent upon

j

them for life and health.

Poop Rii-hstnlVi Eye mid Enr M iller
Is

and

a new

rare

discovery,

which is

most

wonder-

fal in its

operations, putting to blush the old systems
}f treatment, which have quite as often done harm
is good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. P. 8.
Henson, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,

I'hiladelphia.
>f this
ralue

If any

one

has doubts

remedy, they may learn

by addressing

of

a note

more

inquiry

as to

of its

the value

practical

to 11 r. II.

Philadelphia. Oct. 17, 1«62.
From injuries received in my right eye, when a
!>ov. a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
lonsequeuce of which 1 suffered constant martyriom.
Every moment of my waking life w»s embittered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to with-

Daniel

>ut success, and I entertained the purpose, as a last
'©sort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, iu
he

hope

of thus

>ne

day iu

shop

a

most

window

ARD’S E^ E WATER.

providentially,
a

bottle of

1 had

never

I noticed

POOR RICHheard o! it be-

but determined to

protracted pain iu and over her eye-, and
1 he has found Poor Richard's Eye Water a sov>reign specific in her case, giving her almost instant
elief. Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
>ersonal!y received, I cannot but commend the preparation to all who have been sufferers like myself.
P. 8 HEX SON,
Pastor of Broad Street

Baptist Church.
Poplar St., Philadelphia.

night

a

similar

be furnished-

Poor Richard’* Eye and Ear Water

Istruly
msed

a

Sovereign Remedy

Eve*,

for Inflamed and DiaHim VtsloL and Weak Eye*, Deaftoe**,

*toise in the Head, Catarrh, liheuniatisut and Neu■algia, with all kindred diaeaaea. It ia passed into
he

by a

glass tube, which, together with
he Water, may be obtained at the principal
I’rug
itorea in this city. Trick 25 certs per Bottle.
ear

i’t’BK*
H

R

email

Cert*.

H. HAY and W. F.

Egenta.
MRS. M.G.
no*

13 dGm

PHILLIPS, Wholesale

BROWN, Proprietor,
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

Book, Card &

Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as It
contains no mixture of spirits or other liquors, and is
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, aud nutritive
a healthy tone to the digestive
properties,
organs. »nd a blooming, soft and healthy skin and

imparting

complexion.

WE

RKFER TO

few well known gentlemen
have tried the Wine:

and

a

urn.

pcoii.1

ninoeia

<«ov. Morgan, X Y .State.
Dr. J.R Chilton.W.r.City.
Dr Parker. X T. City.

ur.

"

physicians who

»*on, hid

*t.,

j.

Dr Ward. Newark. N. J.
Dr. Doagberty, Newark,

N.J.
Dr. Marcr, New Tork.
J.
Dr. CamaiiDga.Foniaad.
Dr. Have*, Boston.
tyXoDf rennine with* at the
at a re ef "ALKrl) si’KKK, I’aMtic, N. J.,” is over the cork of
each bottle.
OSE TRIAL OF THIS WISE.
For vale by Druggists and all first class dealers.
City and town Agents supplied by the State Commissioners.
A. SPEER, Proprietor.
Vi retard—Passaic. New Jersey.
Orric*-lW Broadway. New York.

Dm.DarcrJk NicholI,5ew-

ark.N:

fW~MAKE

JOHN LA FOT, Paris,
Agent for France and Germany.
Portland by H. V IIA Y.Druggist. Supplydec22 dly
ing Agent.
Ofcf'ilfh WILL BE FOi LI TED BY DR. L
Sold in

Dl X if lkiling to enre in less time than
more effectually and permaany other
nently. with less res’raint from occupation or fear of
to
all
weather, with safe and pleasant medexposure
icines.
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

physician,

Their effects and consequences;
AILMKNT8 AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies;

SPECIAL
SECRET

AND DELICATE DISORDERS;

Mercurial Aflectio s; Eruptions and all Diseases of
the Skin; Ulcers of the None, I hr oat and Hodv ; Pirnpies on me race; nwemng* or me joints; nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth,
and the more advanced at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.
DR. L. DIX’S
MEDICAL OFFICE,

THROUGH TICKETS

ERIE

31 EadicoU Ureet,

and

Niagara

Thin rnsd la broad ofaob End Ib
New End Splendid Sleeping Cara.

boldly assert* (and it cannot be contradicted.except
by Quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure
themselves, to impose upon patients) that he

Fall*.

M THE OXLY REGULAR GRADUATE EH YSICIA X A DTKRT1*I»G IX Rormx.

provided with

SIXTEEN YEARS
engaged in treatment of special diseases, a fact so
well known to manv Citixeos.Publishers. Merchants.
Hotel Proprietor*, kc that he is much recommended, and particularly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.

LITTLE. Aokxt,
OJtce 81 Exchange Street.
money by securing tickets at this

W. D.

TT“ Von

can aave

office.
Jane W.

To avoid and escape Imposition of Foreign and Native Quacks, more aumerow* in Boston than other

large cities,

dawtf

DR. L. DIXf
proudly refer* to Professors and respectable Physicians—many of whom consult him in critical eases,
because of hi* acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through so long experience, practice and ob-

"
"

HOMESTEADS FOR

"

$20.

**
**

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purchased from the Hannibal k St. Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of land is Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farmiug and manufacturing purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and farms.
They are offered to subscribers in shares of 9%) each.
Maps, with Ail! Information, can be had by callingov

THE

M
M

**

**

servation.

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE !
be not robbed and add to your suffering* in being deceived by tbe lying boast*, misrepresentations, false
promises and preteusioBs of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special diseases, and Lxaa as to their care. Some exhibit
forged diplomas of Institution* or Colleges, which
never existed in any pert of the world
other* exhibit diplomas of the dead, how obtained, at known;
not
and
in
name*
of those
ns«umiug
advertising
inserted in the diplomas, bat to farther their imposition assume name* of other moot celebrated physician* long aiuoe dead. Neither be deceived by

EDWARD SHAW. Agrat,
102 Middle Street. Portland.
«ne

•*

dtf

*•
*•

only

MARINE

**

Railway

»*
"
"

Chain* and Track Iron*.

QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through false certificates and reference*, and recommendations of their medicines by Iht dead, who cannot expose or coutradict them; or who, beside*, to

undersigned has been appointed Agent for
the sale
THE
Marine Railway and other Chains,
in the United States

*•

or

"

C.
•*
*•

j

•*

**

and British North America,manufactured by Hkxky Wood A Co., of Liverpool,
further their imposition, copy from Medical books
Great Britain, and is now prepared to receive orders
much that is written of the qualities and effects of
for Marine Kailwav Chains, made to order and to
different
herb* and plants, and ascribe all the same
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, and warto their Pill*. Extracts, Specifics. Ac., most of which,
ranted to fit. These chains are made «»f an Iron
peif
not
contain Mercury, because of tbe ancient
all.
culiarly suited to this purpose, which, bv actual imt,
belief of its “curing every thing,” bnt now known
show* its avei age breaking strata to be 3fi tons
per
to
“kill
more
thau is eared,” and those not killed,
inch of sectional area. Parti* s wishing good and reconstitutionally injured lor life.
liable chains will do well to exainiue those in actual
service.
IGNORANM EOF QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSMariuo Kailwav Track Irons are drilled with the
TRUM MAKERS.
countersunk holes and the Bolts to match; also,
Through thejgnorance of the Quack Doctor .knowof all kinds. Screw Bolts. Lag Screw-, and
be relies upon Mercury, mud
ing no other
kind* of forging done to order, and of
and
it to all his patients in pills, di ops. Ac., so the
quantity to suit: also, all kiuds of ships’ Chain CaNostrum Maker, equally ignorant, add* to his sobles, at lowest rate*.
called Extracts. Specific. Antidote. Ac., both
Mr C. feels confident he can
supply the above ar- ! upon it* effects in curing a few in a hundred. It is
ticle* on a* favorable terms a* can be obtained else, trumpeted in various ways throughout the land: but
where. Address HORACE I. CRANDALL,
alas' nothing to said of the balance: some of whom
Sub-marine Engineer,
; die. others grow worse, and are left to linger and snfjanlO ’62dlawly*
New Bedford. Mass.
>
fer for months or years, until relieved or eared, if
: possible, by competent ph> siciaus

Spikes

M

S.J.C.

Boaloa,liana.,

Is bo arranged that patients never see or bear each
other
Recollect, the OBLT entrance to his Office Is
No. 21, having no connection with hi* residence.consequently no family interruption, so that on no account can any person hesitate apply ing at his office.
DR. DIX

RAILWAY.

Via Bfetalo, Dunkirk,

quality

all

remedy,

gives

rvlviajg

"

"

Mun C.
S. J. C.
»»

Muu.

BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT,
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
quack doctors and nostrum makers.yct, regard-

At a Court or Prorate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the first
Tuesday of January iu the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and sixty-three.
ATHANIEL BADGER, named Executor in a
certain Instrument purporting to be the last
Will and Testament of Joseph Graffam. late of
Brunswick insaid County, deceased.havtag presented
the same for
ft *v»* Ordered. That the said Executor give notice
to all persons interested, bv causing notice to be published three weeks successively iu the Maine State
Press, printed at Portland, that thev may appear at
a Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on the
first Tuesdav of February next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and show cause if any thev have,
why the said Instrument should not he proved, approved. and allowed, as the last Will ana Testament
of said deceased.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS. Judge.
A true copy, attest.
30 wSw*
EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register

"

C.

some

less of the life and health of others, there

N

S.J.C.
Mun. C.

M

i

probate:

M

8. J. C.
Mun. C.
**

S.J.C.
Mun. C.
M
"
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Fancy Printing

NEATLY EXECUTED

Notice of Foreclosure.

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

gives public notice that
hereby
for the sum of one
holds a
THEheundersigned

THROTUIITICKETS
NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. BALTIMORE and WASHINGTON, and to all part, ot
the WEST and SOUTH and NORTH WEST. via. all
the must popular routes and at the loeeest Htaton
W. D. LITTLE, Ageut.
rates, fbr sale by
Oat. 2.
dtt
oflioe 31 Exchange St.

TO

I

mortgage
hundred
ami ten dollars and interest thereon, given bv Francis
Oren Ingalls of Naples, in the County of Cumberland. dated April 2*»h. I860, recorded bm>k 299. page
862. on a certain parcel of land situated in that part
of Naples which was formerly a part of Bridgton.
and being a part of lot numbered seven. Range 28.
The condition of said mortgage having been broken,
he then-fore claims a foreclosure of the same

jau20dltw3w81

SAMUEL F. PEE LET

iivuia'itru

for

aiiu.biiu

experiment* with

prepared
suppressions,

No. 21 t'ndicotl Street, Boston.

pub-

Jan28 d2awAw3w82

“fraction of it” may be obtained for the

iiwiuiu hum iuaui

Ladies. tC

ALEXANDER

**

**

or

iiuviiuui.

O THE
celebrated DR I
DIX particularly invite* all ladies who need n
Mrdiotf t*r Surgical adviser, to call at hi# Kooms.Xo.
21 Endicott street, Boston. Mass
which they will
find arranged for their special accommodation
Dr DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch or the treatment of all disease* peculiar to female* iti* now conceited by all (both in
thi* country and in Europe) that he excels all other
known practitioners its the safe, speedy and effectual
treatment of all female complaints.
with the express purMi* medicines arc
pose of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness. unnatural
enlargements of the
womb, also, all discharge* which flow from a morbid
state of the blood. The Doctor is now fhlly prepared
to treat in his peculiar style, both
medically and surgicsllv, all diseases of the female sex, aud they arc
respectfully invited to call at

January,

**

dollar"

strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may be
the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicine# sent by Mail and Exprea* to all parts of
the I’nlted State*.
All letters requiring advice must contain on# dollar
to insure an answer.
Address Dr. L. Dix, No. 21 Endicott street,Bo*ton.
Mass
lv
Boston, Jan 1. 1*68.

I33

Court of Probate held at Portland, u it hilt and
for the County of Cumberland, on the third Tuesin the year of our Lord eighteen
day of
hu> dred and slxtv-three,
BIGGS, late partner and creditor
of Stephen Lowell, late of Portland, in said
County, deceased.having presented hia petition that
Administration on the estate of said deceased may be
granted to him.
It tnm Ordered.That the said Petitioner give notice
to all person* interested, by causing notice to be
lished three weeks successively in the Maine State
Press, printed at Portland, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on the
third Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be granted.
WILLIAM U. BAKKOWS, Judg«.
A true copy, attest,
3*J w3w*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

••

those

DR. L DIX’S
charge* are very moderate. Communications sacredly confidential, and all may rely on him with the

rilHE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
X concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
taken
upon himself the trust of Executor of the last
will and testament of
MOSES A. GRAVES.
late of Brunswick in the County of Cumberland, deceased. by giving bond as the law directs he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to the
said deceased's estate, to make immediate payment;
and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit
the same for settlement to
ALFRED C. GRAVES.

•'

are

among them who will even perjure themselves, eontradictiug giviug mercury to their patieuts. or that it
is contained in their Nostrum*, so that tbe “usual
fee” may be obtained for professedly rniing. or “the

uselessly speud large amounts
quackery.

•»

Couutv Treasurer.

Portland, Jan. 24, 1863.

SPEER'S WINE

physicians

ARRAHGEXm.

To Chicago, Cthcihhati, Olktelaxi*. Detroit,
Toledo. St. Paul, La Chome. St. Looie,
New Orleans. or any part of lbs
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST.

91.185.87
THOMAS H. MEAD,

character

*

Is not a mixture or manufactured article, but is
pure,
from the lute** of the Portugal Sainbuei grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended by chemists and
*3 possessing medical properties superior
to any other wines in ase, and an excellent article for
all weak and debilita ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and benefltting ladies
and children.
A LADIES’ WINE,

PRIVATE

tt

17 48
29 90 S.J.C.
*•
Same.
7 55
Broncas Occnv,
87.75 Mun. C.
Timothv Donahue and
Eliza Treat.
16 20 S.J.C.
Joseph W. Lamb. 197.14 Trial Justice.
Dennis McGov-.riu
et al,
9.78 Mun. C.
James Conroy et als, 7.06
M
A-a Humphrey etals. 9 18
18 62 S.J.C.
Stephen Phinney
P.
Miller.
7.06
Josephus
LorenaoMerrill,app’t,8.17 Mun. C.
Jas. McLaughlin, 44 13.52
Charles Dalton.
23 H5 Trial Justice.
58.27 Mun. C.
Benjaiiiin Green,
Charles Hewrey,
15 45 S.J.C.
Lvdia Phinney.
15 15 Trial Justice.
Wm. Cochrane,
6 88 S.J.C.

imes from

C ^“Numerous certificates of

16 69
20 89

physicians,

AS A TONIC
It as no equal, causing an appetite and building
up
the system, being entirely a pure urine of a most valuable grape.
AS A DIURETIC,
It imparts a healthy action of the Clands,
Kidneys,
and Urinary Organs, very beneflcial in Dropsy,Clout
and Rheumatic Affections.

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. IS®
afldtf

S.J.C.

Mun. 0.
S.J.C.
Mun. C.

the

Hospitals,

European

summer.

**

8- J.

use

for its medicinal and beneflcial
as
gentle Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, and
Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent
used in
and American
and by
some of the flrst families in Europe and America.

FROM

=

**

at this season, should

Europe
a

qualities

November 1st. 1M2. to May 1st, IRflfl, the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advance*! 26 per cent.
No fire wood will be conveyed betweenOctober 1st,
18«2. and May 1-t. 1W8
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are atxmt to be made, the Company will not be able
to take fire wood from certain places on the line. so
that should any parties make contracts fbr Are wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that they wilido so at their own
risk, and that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried next

Mun. C.

Robert Mai ney,
Jonathan Dow,

lose, and that isau end of it. 1 would not be with»ut it for any amount of money. I take occasion to
ay, farther, that ray wife used to suffer severely at

Residence 1430

f>

*
Joanna McCtrath and
Ellen F. Murphy. 26 86 8. J. C.
9 38
Same,
7 83
Same,
»»
Same,
7 48
M
7.43
Same,
"
Same.
7 43
Isaac Smith.
48 15 Mun. C.
Edward Jeffords and

try it, am/ did, with the most
lelightful results. In a very few days the painful
rritation was removed; I could bear the strongest
iglit. and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
1 now keep a bottle of it alw ays iu the house, and if
ny eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
ore.

Ward.

Ralph T. Haskins,

finding relief.

In the meantime,

S

ta

ly,

8AMBUCI WINE,

Notice to Wood and Lumber illerw
chant*.

t>7

-gl

fam

celebrated in

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

**

j

3

Every

A. M. and

■T THE

44

physician

H

iy Ticket* aolil in Cortland at lowest Boston rat*

Prosecutions.
gw
<
£®
General Bill
988 30 8. J. C.
State vs. Alexander Foss,
77
**
James C onroy.
4.40
Nehemiah C. Rice,
4.40
Ju. of N.Yarmouth, 12 96
Mial Davis et al,
4 40
Francis Mtuphy,
4.40 Mun. C.
4 40
Mighil Nutting,
Richard R. Robinson, 1.38 S.J.C.
Daniel C. Webb,
4.88
Browru Thurston,
4 40
Richard R Robinson,4.83 Mun. C.
Liquois claimed by
Rich'd R.Robinson. 5.18
Joseph H Faulkner, 4 40 8. J. C.
Charles li. Paine,
4 40
4 40
•*
Silas Hall,
4 40
4 40
Sain'l M. Harden,
4 40
"
John D. Woodbury, 4.40
4 40
M
1 70
J«>sephus P. Miller,
Daniel C. Webb,
4 83
Richard R. Robinson. 138
"
James MeGliucby,
4.96

Iwinq

B
>

Phillips.

of CumtMTlniid.

Specialty

i
i

and

E

|

3

w

Passengers 1or this ronte will take the ears at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland Depots, in Portland.
8. W. EATON. Sup’t.
Farmington May 5. 1W2.
jun*23dtf

STATEMENT

gcuudirecttu qf Itr.

g

st a ok rommoHi.

TRKASURKR'fl OrriCB, Jan. 20.1863.
of Costa of Criminal Prosecutions,
O allowed by the Supreme Judicial C ourt, at the
November Term, A. IV 1862.made in conformity writh
the requirements of an act of the Legislature of
Maine,
entitled "An Act relating to Fines and Costs of c rimiual Prosecutions,” approved March 27th, 1868.

f&-BEHAHE OF IMITATIONS' None

Perttm* and Invalid*

g

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Than*days and Saturdays, for Livermore. Canton, Pent
and Dixfleld; returning opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay lor East Dixfleld, Dixfleld,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfleld, on Wednesdavs and Saturreturning on Mondays and Fridavs.
days,
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon

'proof

County

ex-

Femalet, Weakly

©

rreSSSRD Dn and after Monday, May 6. 1MQ,
4RVfH9B|t rains will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick at 1 IV M.
Leave Farmington for l*ewiston, Bath and Portlaifd, via Brunswick, at 9.16 A M.
Leave Lewfaton for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11 45 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

jan30 eodtfeb2r

obstinate cases, which all other remedies
qf the kind hare failed to cure; also that it is warranted as refpresen ted in every respect, or the price
will Ipc refunded.

lortlaud at 6 36 and 9

SUMMER

Ripley,

j pressly for

Oporto Grape,

FBYRICIAXS* Ci*.

56

andhosccm;c;in railroad.

cept

kOVEtt

F°r

At Gorham, for West Gorham. 8tandish,
Steep
Falls, Baldwin, Hiram. Limington, Brownflela,
Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton,
Ace., Ac.
At Buxton Centre, for West
Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, Acc., ke.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipee, Newfield, Parsottsfield, Effingham,! reedom,
Madison. Eaton, Limington, Cornish, Porter, Re.
novl8
DAN* CaRPENTER. Snp’t.

resfllred

MATTISON'S INDIAN EMMEXAGOGUK.

DR.

...

—

ill be received

§artment,

...

•'

a*P° Mf°r

quality
department

Bold by Druggists throughout the World.

IV upyrigin

FOR

WINE.

FOUR YEARS OLD,

Of Choice

8
l^eave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M
and
2.00 and 6.16 P. M
The 2.00 P. M. train out. and ths 9 If. A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with
passenger
cars attached.
Stages connect at Saccarapna daily for South Wind-

DErARTMBXT, I
WaahinoTOM. January 27tb, 1H63. )

w

SA.UBCCI

AND

Dn and after Monday, November 10,
trains will leave as follows, until further

Cannon.

complete

PURE,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Okdnaxck Office, War

is

SPEER’S

York A Cumberland Railroad.

Proposals for 13, 10, and 8 inch

saxue

MEDICAL.

Proposal* for Think llou itxm.
KENNEBEC AND PORTLANDR.R.
Orpsam’k Ok kick, War Dkpabtment,
Washington, January 27, 1*3.
I
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Proposals will be received at this office until 4 o’- |
clock p. m., on the27th of February next, for furOn and after Wednesday, Nor. 19th,
nishing one hundred, or less, 24-pounder cast iron i
Howitzers for dank defence. These Howitzers weigh,
MB. passenger trains will leave as folwhen finished, about 1,470 pounds each, and draw- j
Augusta for Bath, Portland and Boston, at 10.46 A.
iugs exhibiting their dimensions can be seen at this
at Brunswick with the
M.,
office, or at the United States Arsenals. They are to
connecting
Androscoggin
for Lewiston, Livermore
Railroad
be subject to the regular United States inspection and
Fall*, Wilton aud
and
none
are
to
be
received
Farmington.
and
lor
exproof,
paid
Tor
Portland
Ix-mve
Bath and An.urii at 1.00 P
cept such as pass inspection and proof, and are apM.,
oonucctiu* With the Audroanonpii train, at Brnnaproved by a United States Inspector, to tie designatwick ior U-wiaton. Urarmor.- Kail., Wilton aud
ed by this office. Payments will be made on certifiParcates of inspection and receipts, to he given
miti*toit; and at AuguMa witli tin- .s.,In.Twi k Kenby the
ueboc Railroad for Vamaiboro', Waterville Keninspector, and forwarded to tnis office.
dall’s Mills aud Skowhegan ; and at Kendall’s Mills
bidders will state the number of Howitzers they
with the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad for
propose to deliver (not exceeding one hundred.) the
Burnham. Pittsfield, Newport aud Bangor.
place of manufacture and delivery, and the price per
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
pound, for the finished Howitzer; and no bid will be
Kennebec A Portland, Audrpecoggin. and Somerset
entertained unless it bo from a founder regularly enA Kennebec Roads
gaged in tha business, satisfactory e\ idence of which
For Bangor aud Stations on the Penobscot A Kenmust
the bid. Any 'bidder obtaining a
accompany
nebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
contract will lie required to enter into bonds, with
not less than two sureties, in the penal suin of teu
Kendall’s Mills.
thousand dollars, for the faithful fulfilment of his
STAGE OOKmtmOHS.
contract in all
The bonds must be acknowl.Stages leave Bath daily at 8.00 P. M.. for Wiscasrespects.
before
a
of
a
court
of record, and the
set, Damariscotta, Waldoboro', Warren, Rockland
edged
judge
bondsmen must be certified by the Judge of a District
and Thomaston.
Court of the United States, or an Ordnance Officer in
Leave Augusta for Belfkst. at 4.00 P. M., or on ar•
rival of of train fromPoidand.
charge of a United .States arsenal, to be worth the
sum
of
the
bond
over
and
above
ail liabilities.
B. 11 CUSHMAN,
penal
The right is reserved to reject all proposals if the
Manager aud Superintendent.
Augnsta. Nov. if,. 1«B.
prices are deemed too high, or if, for any eaus*-, it jg
novl8

jan30 eodtfel>27

Lehigh.10$

..

RAILROADS.

not deemed for the public interest to
accept them.
Proposals will be waled and addressed to “Brigadier General Janie* W. Kipley, Chief of Ordnance,
Washington, D. (!./' and will be endorsed "PropoJ. W RIPLEV,
sal for flank Howitzers.”
Brigadier General Chief of Ordnance.

Country.10i$ll

**

I

PROPOSALS.

JCBCSHs

Plate«-Ch»r.I.C.fl8fl 13* Sheathing.90 @
do.
l.X. 16a 161
Exchange.
Coke.12e l2l London—00 u. 170® 175
Wood.
l aris.f 3 26a 3 80
Hard, retail.S7 &8

....

make sleep possible. Starting and sitting up
in bed, he heard repeabil in rapid succession,
as it some one was spiteing in anger, and close
to his lied.—“Kit! tit! tit!'* and then a prolonged “whir-r-r-r” from another part of the
room, while every chair began to move, and
the table to jerk. The Doctor remained in
breathless silence, with
every faculty intensely
acute.
lie frankly confessed that he heard his
heart beating, for the sound was so unearthly,
so horrible, and
something seemed to come so
near him, that he began seriously to consider
whether or not he had some attack ot fever
IL»«p.830
which affected his brain
for remember, he
had not tasted a drop of the shepherd's small
store of whiskey.
He felt his own pulse, composed his spirits, and compelled himself to exercise calm judgment. .Straining his eyes to
discover anything, he plainly saw at last a
Magnesia
white object moving, but without sound, before him. He knew that the door was shut,
Liquorice,
and the w iudow also. An overpowering conOxalic Asid atuf Sugar Cortland Syrup, hlida..27
do.
bbls. 30
of Lead 4c. Asphaltum
viction then seized him, which he could not
and Ri-Chro. Potash 3c,
Nails,
resist, that his friend M'Donald was dead ! By
Sttgo 11c, Epsom Stilts, Duty: CWMc, Wrought?C,
an effort he seized a lucifer box on a chair IreLiquortce Root, Ri-Carb: Assorted 3c $> lb.'
side him, and struck a light; uo white object
Soda, Caustic Soda lc; ask.
.86 00cash.
Castor Oil 50c p gal..
Naval Storm.
cou hi lie seen.
The room appeared as when
*2 p oz., AlMorphine
Bonin,
Turpentine,
fluty:
he went to bed. The door was shut.
He
um 60c P act., <'opperas
JHtch, Tar'B) \*c ndral.,
looked at his watch, and particularly marked
60c pcirf., Muriatic AcS. Turpentiue 15c h*gal.
id 10 pc atl ral.. Spong- Par (foreign/k) I>bl.8l3al4
that the hour was twenty-two minutes past
As safest ida. Isin- Pitch (Coal Tar).. 84@ 4*
es,
three. But the match was hardly extinguished
glass FIor Stilphnr. Sen- itosin. 18 @20
when, louder than ever, the same unearthly
net, Arrowroot, Ginseng rurpentinePgai 310@320
20 Pc. Bleaching PntrOn bum.
cry of “Kit! tit! III!” was heard, followed hy
ders 80c P art. Sago rluty: Free.
the same horrible "whir-r-r-r,” which made his
60c p art., Sal Soda anti American.9j
teeth chatter w ith terrible rapidity. Then the
Sods Ash $C p Ib. (Yude
movement ot the table and every chair in the
Brimstone 83 and Roll Duty: sperm. Whale and
room was resumed with increased
do. SO p ton. Alcohol 40c
other Fish Oils qf forviolence,
while the tapping on the window was heard
eign fisheries 20 pc ad
Alum |» lb.4 (ft 6c
ra/., Linseed, Htonpseed
above the storm. There was no bell in the
Aloe*.;a 37
and Bane seed 23c p gal.,
but
the
room,
Doctor, on hearing all this I Arrow Root.17 <w40
(Hire 23c,
.Sa/ad 60c.
frightful confusion of sounds again repeated, J Itorax.30 'a 33
Palm, Seal and CocoaBrimstone (roll).. 4u. fi
nut 10c p gal.
and beholding the white object moving toward
#
BM'arb. Soda.6$ ft7 ; 'ortland keroaene
him in terrible silence, began to thump the
Sulphur.6 a. 6) llliiminat'g Oil 66 foOOc
wooden partition, and to shout at the top of his
Sal Soda.34ft 4 ; Machine.80 (i 82
voice for the shepherd, and having done so, he
Camphor.1 #>« 186 < Marine.
Cream Tartar.85 ft6T» ; ijnertn Winter.. 20&g210
dived his head under the blankets.
Logwood ex.124ft 14 Yhale. ref. Wint 98 « 1<W
The shepherd soon made his appearance, in
do.
Crude.90 tg92
Magnesia.28 a 36
bis nightshirt, with a small oil lamp, or “cruIndigo, MTa. fine £ 14ft 2 • rand Hank and
Madder.17c « 18
Chaleur.
826 .629
sev” over his head, anxiously inquiring as he
Bay
Opium. 89jal0 ; Ihore. .24 a26
entered the room—
Khubarb.2‘»0a 22.’> Jnseed.81 36 a 139
“What is’t, doctor? What's wrong? Pity
J- Icohol.1 10 a. 1 15 toiled.1 40(81 42
25 .ard Oil.1 06(a 1 03
Fluid.1 15
me, are ye ill ?”
85 < Hive Oil.
.171&180
“Very!” cried the Doctor. But before he < amphenc. 8 25 a18
<>T.\ t aatorOil. 2 26a 2 36
Saltpetre.11
could give any explanations n loud whir-r-r w as
Vitriol.14 p|8 (eatafoot Oil.
Until 16
heard, with tire old cry ol “Fit! lit! flit” close
D) cwuosls.
Onimto the shepherd, while two chairs fell at his feet!
Ilutg Free.
;> bbl.83 87'aS 60
Harwood.2|®
r* buah.1 9*0.1 40
msuepneru sprang oars. wim a nun scream
BrazilWood.13 (a
Haiaia.
of terror: the lamp was dashed to the ground,
( ai nvood.44ft 4J
rhtty On White Lead dry
and the door violently shut.
*
or ground in oil and Bed
Fustic, Cuba.2Jft
"
Savanvilla 2 a24
Lrati 82 4o P 100 ft*.
“Come back!" shouted the Doctor, “Come
Bjpernic.4$ft 6 Litharge 24c, Oxide <>J
back,Duncan,instantly, I command you!”
Zinc
Logwood,
2jc pro, Prussian
The shepherd opened the door partially, and
it-rapping, apparitions, witches, Ac., Indicated
Blue, Vermiticm, Chrome
Camp* achy.2* n2i
St. Domingo.2« 2]
said, in terilied accents—
an inildet tendency, affirmed his belief that the
Yellow, Venetian Bed 26,
Extract Logwood.13 ft 14
“(Juid be about us, that was awful! What
Sjutnish Brotcn dry 20,
derll was the real person who pulled nil those
«
Nic
Wood.
in oil 3u pc ad ra/., Yelstrings. I took the bold step of questioning is’r?"
l’cach
low and other Ochres 50c
.3} ft 4i
“Heaven knows, Duncan,” elaenated the
IBd
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